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Melanie Isabelle Stefan

Some forms of learning and memory are thought to be encoded in
activity-dependent changes of synaptic strength, which involve post-
synaptic calcium signalling. I study two allosterically regulated pro-
teins involved in this process: calmodulin and calcium/calmodulin-
dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII). At high calcium frequencies,
the activation of CaMKII via calmodulin results in a long-lasting in-
crease of synaptic activity. At lower calcium frequencies, calmodu-
lin preferentially activates an alternative pathway, leading to a long-
lasting decrease of synaptic activity.

I present an allosteric model of calmodulin, based on a biophysi-
cal description of the conformational transitions, which explains the
function of calmodulin as a calcium-dependent switch in bidirec-
tional synaptic plasticity. It relies on a generalised formulation of the
Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) framework and uses conversion
equations which relate allosteric models to experimental results on
ligand binding. I also define a novel measure for the cooperativity
of conformational change and use it to show that ligand depletion,
a common phenomenon in biological systems, reduces cooperativity
but increases the dynamic range of signal response.

I investigate various aspects of CaMKII function using two stochas-
tic models. The first model combines stochastic modelling and struc-
tural information to provide a mechanistic explanation of “calmodu-
lin trapping”, the increase in calmodulin affinity upon CaMKII au-
tophosphorylation. I also show that calmodulin binding is not suffi-
cient for CaMKII activation. The second model addresses interactions
within the CaMKII dodecamer. I show that a coiled-coil interaction
between subunits on adjacent hexameric rings plays a key role in
spreading autonomous activity throughout the holoenzyme.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 Synaptic plasticity as a paradigm for learning and

memory

Scientists have long tried to elucidate the physiological mechanisms
underlying learning and memory, but only in the 20th century were
researchers able to combine electrophysiology, cell biology, and be-
havioural studies in order to address this issue (reviewed in Cooper,
2005). A conceptual breakthrough came in the late 1940s when Hebb
formulated his neurophysiological postulate:

When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite a cell B
and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some
growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or
both cells such that A’s efficiency, as one of the cells firing
B, is increased (Hebb, 1949) (reviewed in Cooper, 2005).

This postulate was later complemented by Stent, who stated:

When the presynaptic axon of cell A repeatedly and per-
sistently fails to excite the postsynaptic cell B while cell B
is firing under the influence of other presynaptic axons,
metabolic change takes place in one or both cells such
that A’s efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is decreased
(Stent, 1973).

These postulates provide a powerful conceptual model for the pro-
cesses underlying memory formation, and even if they were formu-
lated in very general terms, they contain assumptions about the condi-
tions that would need to be fulfilled for activity-dependent strength-
ening of a neural connection (also called a “Hebb process” (Lisman,
1989)) to take place. Cell A needs to repeatedly or persistently take part
in firing cell B, which amounts to stating that there is an activation
threshold of some kind. Stent’s postulate implies input-specificity for
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2 Introduction

activation, since activity of cell A is necessary for the connection to be
strengthened. There might be other inputs involved, however, since
the postulate only requires that cell A takes part in firing cell B. In
analogy, there are conditions that need to be fulfilled for the oppo-
site process, a weakening of the synaptic connection (or “Anti-Hebb
process” (Lisman, 1989)) to take place, including the activity of cell B
without concurrent activity of cell A.

Ever since the formulation of Hebb’s postulate, scientists have been
looking for neuronal mechanisms that fulfil the properties of a Hebb
process (or indeed, of an Anti-Hebb process) (Cooper, 2005).

Bliss and Lømo (1973) found that in hippocampal excitatory path-
ways, brief trains of high frequency stimulation (HFS) cause an abrupt
and sustained increase in the efficiency of synaptic transmission. This
mechanism became known as long-term potentiation (LTP) (reviewed
in Bliss and Collingridge, 1993). LTP has been characterised as be-
ing cooperative, associative, and input-specific (reviewed in Bliss and
Collingridge, 1993): It is cooperative in the sense that there is an inten-
sity threshold for induction (reviewed in Bliss and Collingridge, 1993).
Associativity means that a “weak” (sub-threshold) input can still be
potentiated if it coincides with a strong input to the same region (re-
viewed in Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Cooper, 2005; Malenka and
Nicoll, 1999). Input-specificity means that inputs which are not ac-
tive at the time of the tetanus do not contribute to LTP (reviewed in
Bliss and Collingridge, 1993). As discussed above, these characteris-
tics are features that a Hebbian learning device would need to display.
For this reason, LTP has been regarded as a potential candidate for
a Hebb-process (reviewed in Cooper, 2005; Lisman, 1989). Likewise,
the decrease in synaptic strength observed if the postsynaptic neuron
is active without concurrent activity of the presynaptic neuron (long-
term depression (LTD) (Lynch et al., 1977)) has been seen as a model
of an Anti-Hebb process (reviewed in Cooper, 2005; Lisman, 1989).
As a consequence, bidirectional synaptic plasticity (i. e. the combined
phenomena of LTP and LTD) has long been used as a paradigm to
study learning and memory (reviewed in Martin et al., 2000).

Although there have been doubts (Shors and Matzel, 1997), a num-
ber of studies have indicated a possible link between synaptic plas-
ticity and memory. Knockout mice that cannot express the α iso-
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form of CaMKII show deficiencies in both hippocampal LTP (Silva
et al., 1992b) and spatial learning (Silva et al., 1992a), showing that
CaMKII is involved in both processes. Another protein that has been
implicated in both synaptic plasticity and memory is the N-methyl-
d-aspartate (NMDA) receptor: While NMDA triggers LTP, NMDA
receptor antagonists have been shown to inhibit LTP induction (re-
viewed in Cooper, 2005). Conditional knockout mice lacking subunit
1 of the NMDA receptor (NR1) in CA1 pyramidal cells of the hip-
pocampus show impaired spatial learning (Tsien et al., 1996) and a
loss of both LTP and LTD (Tsien et al., 1996). The latter result sug-
gests that NMDA receptors are necessary for bidirectional plasticity,
making them a strong candidate for involvement in Hebbian learn-
ing (reviewed in Cooper, 2005; Tsien, 2000). Studying learning in rats,
Whitlock et al. (2006) found that the effects of learning on glutamate
receptors mimic those of LTP and that learning partially occludes sub-
sequent LTP induction, concluding that learning induces LTP. These
results tie in with the conclusions of a careful review conducted by
Martin et al. (2000) who suggest that synaptic plasticity is necessary,
but not sufficient, for memory formation.

1.2 Calcium regulation of synaptic plasticity

Both LTP and LTD involve calcium signalling. According to a model
first proposed by Lisman (1989), the coordinated activity of a pair of
neurons leads to a large increase in calcium levels in the postsynaptic
neuron and to an increase in synaptic strength, whereas activity of
only one of the two neurons results in more moderate postsynaptic
calcium levels and, consequently, a reduction in synaptic strength.

The postsynaptic NMDA receptor-dependent signalling pathway
provides a molecular basis for such a mechanism (reviewed in Bear
and Malenka, 1994): Upon activation of α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-
4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors by glutamate, the post-
synaptic neuron is depolarised, relieving the Mg2+ block that inhibits
NMDA receptor function under basal conditions (Mayer and West-
brook, 1985, 1987). The resulting calcium influx through the NMDA
receptor leads to the activation of CaMKII via calmodulin (Lisman
et al., 2002; Schulman and Greengard, 1978a,b). Active CaMKII en-
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hances the function of AMPA receptor channels by phosphorylating
their GluR1 subunit (Lee et al., 2000). It also mediates an increase
of AMPA receptor delivery to the postsynaptic membrane (Hayashi
et al., 2000). In contrast, if there is no co-occurrence of AMPA receptor
activation and postsynaptic depolarisation, the Mg2+ block remains
in place and the calcium concentration in the postsynaptic neuron is
lower. In this case, calmodulin preferentially activates protein phos-
phatase 2B, also called calcineurin (PP2B), leading to activation of
protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) and a subsequent reduction of CaMKII
activity (reviewed in Groth et al., 2003), possibly resulting in LTD.

While many more proteins have been implicated in synaptic plas-
ticity (reviewed in Sanes and Lichtman, 1999), it seems especially
promising to study those involved in NMDA receptor-dependent sig-
nalling. This thesis therefore focuses on two key members of this sig-
nalling pathway: calmodulin and CaMKII.

1.3 The dual role of calmodulin

By preferentially activating CaMKII or PP2B dependent on the amount
of calcium present in the postsynaptic neuron, calmodulin acts as an
important switch in the induction of postsynaptic plasticity, mediat-
ing either LTP or LTD. The ability of calmodulin to act as a calcium
sensor relies on the presence of four calcium binding EF-hands (Babu
et al., 1988; Chattopadhyaya et al., 1992). However, the ability of cal-
modulin to differentiate between high and low calcium concentration
seems intriguing, given that the efficacy of calmodulin as an activator
of both CaMKII and PP2B increases with increasing calcium concen-
tration. In structural terms this corresponds to the existence of two
distinct conformations of calmodulin: an inactive, closed form which
is predominant in the absence of calcium (Kuboniwa et al., 1995), and
an active, open form which is found in the presence of excess calcium
(Babu et al., 1985), and which activates both CaMKII and PP2B.

To further complicate the picture, sub-saturated forms of calmodu-
lin have been shown to activate various targets, including CaMKII
(Huang et al., 1981; Kincaid and Vaughan, 1986; Shifman et al., 2006).
In addition, the affinity of calmodulin for calcium increases upon tar-
get binding, providing further evidence for target binding by sub-
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saturated forms of calmodulin (Burger et al., 1983; Olwin et al., 1984;
Shifman et al., 2006).

These aspects have been neglected by previous models of calmo-
dulin function (Bhalla and Iyengar, 1999; Burger et al., 1984; Crouch
and Klee, 1980; Czerlinski, 1984; d’Alcantara et al., 2003; Franks et al.,
2001; Huang et al., 1981; Mirzoeva et al., 1999; Naoki et al., 2005; Pifl
et al., 1984; Shifman et al., 2006). However, elucidating these proper-
ties of calmodulin might be key to understanding its function as a
calcium-dependent bidirectional switch in synaptic plasticity.

1.4 CaMKII as a memory device : functional aspects

CaMKII is another important protein involved in NMDA receptor-
dependent synaptic plasticity (Silva et al., 1992a,b), and has been
shown to act as a detector of calcium frequency (De Koninck and
Schulman, 1998).

The CaMKII holoenzyme is dodecameric, organised as a hexamer
of dimers (Rosenberg et al., 2005) with the appearance of two stacked
rings (Kolodziej et al., 2000). Each subunit can adopt two distinct con-
formations: An autoinhibited “closed” conformation, in which the ac-
tive site is bound to the inhibitory helix (Rosenberg et al., 2005), and
an active “open” conformation, in which this interaction is disrupted.

Calmodulin stabilises CaMKII activity by binding to the inhibitory
helix (Hanley et al., 1988). The open state is further stabilised by
autophosphorylation at threonine residue 286 (Thr286) (Payne et al.,
1988), which confers calmodulin-independent activity (Hanson et al.,
1994). Furthermore, phosphorylation at Thr286 increases the apparent
affinity of CaMKII for calmodulin. A mechanistic explanation for this
phenomenon, called “calmodulin trapping” (Meyer et al., 1992), is yet
to be found. In contrast, autophosphorylation at threonine residue
306 (Thr306) decreases calmodulin sensitivity and CaMKII activity
(Patton et al., 1990; Colbran, 1993), thus acting as a desensitisation
mechanism.

Phosphorylation at Thr286 occurs within the holoenzyme (reviewed
in Mukherji and Soderling, 1994), but not within one subunit. Instead,
one subunit phosphorylates its neighbouring subunit within the same
ring (Hanson et al., 1994; Mukherji and Soderling, 1994). Thus, for
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phosphorylation at Thr286 to happen, two adjacent subunits both have
to be open: The “kinase” subunit because it needs to be active, and
the “substrate” subunit because the phosphorylation site at Thr286,
which is situated at the “hinge” between inhibitory helix and active
domain (Rosenberg et al., 2005) needs to be accessible. This require-
ment is thought to underlie the ability of CaMKII to detect calcium
frequency (De Koninck and Schulman, 1998): Imagine a given subunit
is phosphorylated at Thr286 and hence active. If the interval between
subsequent calcium spikes is very long, this subunit will likely be
dephosphorylated and close before one of its neighbouring subunit
opens. With increasing calcium frequency, however, it becomes more
likely that calmodulin facilitates opening of a neighbouring subunit
while the subunit in question is still phosphorylated. In this case, the
neighbouring subunit can also be phosphorylated, and its activity
thus stabilised. Thus, the spread of autophosphorylation and hence,
activity across the holoenzyme is more likely if the calcium frequency
is high (reviewed in Braun and Schulman, 1995; Hudmon and Schul-
man, 2002). According to one model (Lisman and Zhabotinsky, 2001;
Zhabotinsky, 2000), not only does a ring of CaMKII subunits act as
a bistable switch, the state of which depends on both calcium fre-
quency and phosphatase concentration, but so do whole populations
of CaMKII. At low calcium frequencies and high phosphatase con-
centrations, all subunits within one ring are typically closed, because
trans-autophosphorylation events are rare in the first place, and if
they happen, they can easily be reversed by phosphatase action. At
high calcium frequencies and low phosphatase concentrations, all
subunits are typically in the open state, because autophosphoryla-
tion becomes far more likely, and phosphatase activity saturates. Im-
portantly, the model also predicts that a newly inserted CaMKII ring
would adopt the phosphorylation state of the surrounding popula-
tion, hence providing a mechanism for maintaining CaMKII activ-
ity for longer than the time scale of protein turnover (Lisman and
Zhabotinsky, 2001).

These models have focused on explaining the spread of activity be-
tween adjacent subunits on the same ring. It is, however, not clear,
how – or indeed, whether – the activation status can be communi-
cated between the two rings constituting a dodecamer. According to
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the structural model of CaMKII proposed by Rosenberg et al. (2005),
the inhibitory helices of two adjacent subunits on different rings in-
teract through the formation of a coiled-coil. The model suggests that
the disruption of the coiled-coil might be necessary for Thr286 au-
tophosphorylation to occur, thus providing a possible mechanism of
cooperativity between the two rings (Rosenberg et al., 2005).

1.5 Outline of the thesis

This thesis is structured into two parts, focusing on calmodulin and
CaMKII, respectively. Each of the part uses a different methodological
framework and therefore features its own separate technical introduc-
tion and its own conclusion and discussion section.

In the first part, I begin by developing the theoretical framework
required for modelling calmodulin, a generalisation of the classical
allosteric MWC model (Monod et al., 1965). I then proceed to present
a novel model for calmodulin function, which reconciles experimental
evidence gathered so far and offers a molecular explanation for the
function of calmodulin as a calcium-dependent switch. Finally, I use
the generalised MWC framework to investigate the phenomena of
cooperativity and ligand depletion.

The second part turns to modelling CaMKII. Combining structural
considerations and stochastic modelling, I present two models that in-
vestigate different aspects of CaMKII function: The first model studies
trapping of calmodulin by CaMKII, the second investigates the nature
of interactions and cooperativity within the CaMKII dodecamer.





Part I

A L L O S T E R I C M O D E L L I N G O F C A L M O D U L I N





2
M O D E L S O F C O O P E R A T I V I T Y A N D
A P P L I C A T I O N S T O P O S T S Y N A P T I C S I G N A L L I N G

2.1 Quantitative descriptions in systems biology

A major pursuit of life sciences research, whether it be physiology,
biochemistry or molecular and cellular biology, is the quantitative de-
scription of biological processes. It is performed with the following
aims in mind: characterising biological systems, measuring (some-
times subtle) effects of perturbations, discriminating between alter-
native hypotheses, making and testing predictions, and following
changes over time.

A biological process can be described in multiple ways, some of
which are purely phenomenological, while others are based on a
Systems Biology approach. Phenomenological descriptions provide
a way of relating input and outcome of a given process, without
requiring a detailed knowledge about the nature of the process or
possible intermediate steps. Since they provide a direct link between
input and output, they can be easily compared to experimental re-
sults. On the other hand, Systems Biology favours more mechanistic
representations, that aim at exploring how exactly behaviours of sys-
tems emerge from intrinsic properties and interactions of elements at
a lower level. Using a phenomenological description to build and vali-
date a Systems Biology representation may present challenges: There
is often no one-to-one correspondence between parameters pertain-
ing to both descriptions, and while it might be possible to compute
phenomenological parameters from a Systems Biology model, the
problem is likely to be under-determined in the other direction.

An example of a biological problem for which several types of de-
scriptions co-exist is the binding of ligand to a protein with several
binding sites, and the apparent cooperativity often observed in these
cases. Calmodulin, with its for binding sites for calcium (Babu et al.,
1988; Chattopadhyaya et al., 1992) constitutes an example of such a

11



12 Models of cooperativity and applications to postsynaptic signalling

protein. Understanding exactly how calmodulin binds to, and is ac-
tivated by its ligand calcium is key to elucidating the dual role of
calmodulin in mediating bi-directional synaptic plasticity. In order to
select a suitable framework within which to study calmodulin, it is
therefore useful to review existing frameworks that have been devel-
oped to describe cooperativity within multi-site proteins.

2.2 A short history of cooperativity

Throughout the 20th century, various frameworks have been devel-
oped to describe binding of ligand to a protein with more than one
binding site and cooperative effects observed in this context (Wyman
and Gill, 1990).

2.2.1 The Hill framework

The first description of cooperative binding to a multi-site protein
was developed by Hill (1910). Drawing on observations of oxygen
binding to hæmoglobin, Hill suggested the following formula for the
fractional occupancy Ȳ of a protein with several ligand binding sites:

Ȳ =
K[X]nH

1 + K[X]nH
(2.1)

where K denotes an apparent association constant, [X] denotes li-
gand concentration and nH is the “Hill coefficient”. The Hill plot, ob-
tained by plotting log Ȳ

1−Ȳ versus log[X] is linear, with slope nH and
intercept log K. This means that cooperativity is assumed to be fixed,
i. e. it does not change with saturation. It also means that cooperati-
vity is solely a property of ligand molecules, rather than a property
of binding sites, which always exhibit the same affinity.

2.2.2 The Adair-Klotz framework

Adair (1925) and Klotz (1946) (reviewed in Klotz, 2004) further ex-
plored the notion of cooperative binding. According to their frame-
work, cooperativity was no longer fixed, but dependent on saturation:
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There were different binding constants describing binding of the first
ligand, the second, the third, etc. It is worth noting that these con-
stants do not relate to individual binding sites. They describe how
many binding sites are occupied, rather than which ones. In the earlier
formulation by Adair (1925), the fractional occupancy of a protein is
given by the following equation:

Ȳ =
1
n

KI [X] + 2KI I [X]2 + . . . + nKn[X]n

1 + KI [X] + KI I [X]2 + . . . + Kn[X]n
(2.2)

where n denotes the number of binding sites and each Ki is a com-
bined association constant, describing the binding of i ligand molecules.
In its later version, by Klotz (1946), these combined association con-
stants are deconvoluted into the products of association constants Ki,
each of which describes binding of the ith ligand molecule.

Ȳ =
1
n

K1[X] + 2K1K2[X]2 + . . . + n (K1K2 . . . Kn) [X]n

1 + K1[X] + K1K2[X]2 + . . . + (K1K2 . . . Kn) [X]n
(2.3)

This framework – especially in the Klotz formulation – is often used
by experimentalists to describe measurements of ligand binding in
terms of sequential apparent binding constants.

2.2.3 The KNF framework

By the middle of the 20th century, there was an increased interest
in models that would not only describe binding curves phenomeno-
logically, but offer an underlying biochemical mechanism. Koshland
(1958) and Koshland, Némethy, and Filmer (1966) offered a tenta-
tive biochemical explanation of the mechanism described by Adair
(1925) and Klotz (1946). The Koshland-Némethy-Filmer (KNF) mo-
del assumes that each subunit can exist in one of two conformations:
active or inactive. Ligand binding to one subunit would induce an
immediate conformational change of that subunit from the inactive
to the active conformation, a mechanism described as “induced fit”.
Cooperativity, according to the KNF model, would arise from interac-
tions between the subunits, the strength of which varies depending
on the relative conformations of the subunits involved.
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2.2.4 The MWC framework

The MWC model for concerted allosteric transitions (Monod et al.,
1965) went a step further by exploring cooperativity based on thermo-
dynamics and three-dimensional conformations. It was originally for-
mulated for oligomeric proteins with symmetrically arranged, identi-
cal subunits, each of which has one ligand binding site. According to
this framework, two (or more) interconvertible conformational states
of an allosteric protein coexist in a thermal equilibrium. The ratio
between the two states (often termed tense (T) and relaxed (R)) is reg-
ulated by the binding of ligands that have different affinities for each
of the states. A schema of an MWC-type protein is shown in figure 1

on the facing page.
For instance, in the absence of a ligand, the T state prevails, but

as more ligand molecules bind, the R state (which has higher affinity
for the ligand) becomes the energetically favoured conformation (see
figure 2 on page 16).

The allosteric isomerisation constant L describes the equilibrium
between both states when no ligand molecule is bound: L = [T0]

[R0]
. If

L is very large, most of the protein exists in the tense state in the
absence of ligand. If L is small (close to one), the R state is nearly
as populated as the T state. While the Adair-Klotz framework tra-
ditionally operates with association constants, the MWC framework
has traditionally been described using dissociation constants. The ra-
tio of dissociation constants for the T and R states is described by
the constant c: c = KR

d
KT

d
. If c = 1, both R and T states have the same

ligand affinity and the ligand does not affect isomerisation. The value
of c also indicates how much the equilibrium between T and R states
changes upon ligand binding: the smaller c, the more the equilibrium
shifts towards the R state. According to the MWC model (Monod
et al., 1965), fractional occupancy is described as follows:

Ȳ =

[X]
KR

d

(
1 + [X]

KR
d

)n−1
+ Lc [X]

KR
d

(
1 + c [X]

KR
d

)n−1

(
1 + [X]

KR
d

)n
+ L

(
1 + c [X]

KR
d

)n (2.4)

with KR
d , L and c as described in the paragraph above.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of an MWC protein with four subunits. The T state
is shown as a square, the R state as a circle. In this case, the R state
has a higher affinity for the ligand L; ligand binding thus stabilises
the R state over the T state.
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Figure 2: Free energy diagram for an allosteric protein with four binding
sites. Energy levels (in J/mol) were computed as in (Edelstein et al.,
1996) using the model of calmodulin described later (see Chapter 4

on page 31). Each level of energy represents all the forms carrying
the same number of ligand ions. Free energy differences between
T state and corresponding R state relate to the allosteric isomerisa-
tion constant. Between corresponding T and R states, a hypotheti-
cal transition state is depicted based on estimates of rate constants.
T state is shown on the left, R state on the right and the transition
state in the middle.
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Figure 3: Ȳ and R̄ for an allosteric protein. Fractional occupancy (Ȳ) is
shown in red; fractional conformational change (R̄) in blue. Curves
were obtained using the model of calmodulin described later
(see Chapter 4 on page 31) with a calmodulin concentration of
2× 10−7 M.

The degree of conformational change is described by the state func-
tion R̄, which denotes the fraction of protein present in the R state. As
the energy diagram illustrates, R̄ increases as more ligand molecules
bind. The expression for R̄ according to the MWC model (Monod
et al., 1965) is:

R̄ =

(
1 + [X]

KR
d

)n

(
1 + [X]

KR
d

)n
+ L

(
1 + c [X]

KR
d

)n (2.5)

It is important to note that the curves for Ȳ and R̄ do not overlap
(Rubin and Changeux, 1966), i. e. fractional saturation is not a direct
indicator of conformational state (and hence, of activity). This is illus-
trated in figure 3.
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2.3 Contents of the following chapters

In chapter 3 on the next page, I introduce a generalised formula-
tion of the MWC framework for proteins with different groups of
binding sites of identical affinity and for proteins with several non-
equivalent binding sites. I also present a way of relating the parame-
ters of such a generalised MWC model to the apparent dissociation
constants of a corresponding Adair-Klotz model in order to allow for
cross-validation of results gained with different methodologies.

This generalised MWC framework is used in chapter 4 on page 31

to develop an allosteric model of calmodulin. The equations for relat-
ing MWC models to Adair-Klotz models presented in chapter 3 on
the next page are used to validate the model using experimental re-
sults that have not been used for parameter determination. The model
of calmodulin is compatible with observed properties of calmodulin,
including the differential activation of CaMKII and PP2B at different
calcium concentrations. It also makes the experimentally testable pre-
diction that open states of calmodulin can exist in the total absence
of calcium.

Chapter 5 on page 55 discusses the fact that, while the Hill coef-
ficient is a useful measure for the cooperativity of ligand binding,
it cannot be used to describe the cooperativity of conformational
change. The chapter therefore introduces an alternative measure for
cooperativity, based on the notion of an “equivalent monomer”. Us-
ing this alternative measure, it is then shown that ligand depletion – a
common phenomenon in neuronal signalling – reduces cooperativity
in vivo, but increases the dynamic range of signal response.



3
E X T E N S I O N S T O T H E M W C F R A M E W O R K

3.1 Introduction

The MWC allosteric framework (Monod et al., 1965) was originally de-
veloped to describe oligomeric proteins with symmetrically arranged,
identical subunits with one binding site each for a given ligand. We
introduce a more generalised formulation of the MWC framework for
proteins with several groups of ligand binding sites of identical affini-
ties, and for proteins with an arbitrary number of non-equivalent li-
gand binding sites.

Modellers using either the original or the generalised MWC al-
losteric framework need ways of comparing the numerical outcomes
of their models with experimental results. Indeed, many experiments
are not conducted with the notion of alternative conformations in
mind, and therefore do not (or cannot) measure relevant microscopic
constants and parameters. Instead, experimentalists commonly use
the Adair-Klotz approach (Adair, 1925; Klotz, 1946) to describe their
experimental data (see chapter 2 on page 11). We propose a way of
computing apparent Adair-Klotz constants from microscopic associ-
ation constants and allosteric parameters of a generalised concerted
model with an arbitrary number of non-equivalent ligand binding
sites. We apply this framework to compute Adair-Klotz constants for
an existing model of hæmoglobin.

19
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3.2 Generalisation of the MWC model

3.2.1 Fractional occupancy

As described in chapter 2 on page 11, the fractional occupancy of a
protein with ligand according to the classical MWC model (Monod
et al., 1965) is:

Ȳ =
[X]KR(1 + [X]KR)n−1 + Lc[X]KR(1 + c[X]KR)n−1

(1 + [X]KR)n + L(1 + c[X]KR)n (3.1)

where [X] is the concentration of ligand, KR (KT) the association
constant for the R (T) state, c = KT

KR and L the allosteric isomerisation
constant.

The MWC model can be adapted to describe a protein (whether
oligomeric or monomeric) with several ligand binding sites possess-
ing different affinities. In this case, microscopic association constants
are termed KT

i and KR
i , and their ratio is denoted by ci for the ith

binding site. The fractional occupancy is then described as follows:

Ȳ =
1
n

∑i

(
[X]KR

i ∏j 6=i(1 + [X]KR
j )
)

+ L ∑i

(
ci[X]KR

i ∏j 6=i(1 + cj[X]KR
j )
)

∏i(1 + [X]KR
i ) + L ∏i(1 + ci[X]KR

i )
(3.2)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ci = KT
i

KR
i

and L as described above.

This is equivalent to equation 3.1 if all KR
i and ci are the same.

For a protein where binding sites are not all different, but can be
grouped into k sets of binding sites of identical affinities, the above
equation rewritten as:

Ȳ =
1
n

∑i

(
mi [X]KR

i (1 + [X]KR
i )mi−1 ∏j 6=i(1 + [X]KR

j )
mj
)

+ L ∑i

(
mici [X]KR

i (1 + ci [X]KR
i )mi−1 ∏j 6=i(1 + cj [X]KR

j )
mj
)

∏i(1 + [X]KR
i )mi + L ∏i(1 + ci [X]KR

i )mi

(3.3)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, mi denotes the number of binding sites with affin-
ity KR

i (note that ∑i mi = n), and L and ci as described above. This
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Figure 4: Generalisations of the MWC model. The most general case (top) is
a protein with identical subunits containing binding sites with dif-
ferent affinities. There are two special cases of this: In the classical
MWC case (bottom left), there is only one binding site per subunit.
In the other special case (bottom right), there is only one subunit,
i. e. all binding sites have different affinities.

equation reduces to 3.1 on the facing page if m = n, and to 3.2 on
the preceding page if mi = 1 for all i. The case in which all binding
sites are the same, and the case in which all binding sites are dif-
ferent can thus be seen as two extreme cases of this general case, in
which binding sites can be divided into groups of same affinity. This
is illustrated in figure 4.

3.2.2 Conformational change

Similarly, it is possible to develop generalisations of the equation for
fractional conformational change (R̄), as introduced in chapter 2 on
page 11. In the classical MWC model (Monod et al., 1965), this is
described by:

R̄ =
(1 + [X]KR)n

(1 + [X]KR)n + L(1 + c[X]KR)n (3.4)
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In the case of a protein with n different ligand binding sites, the
corresponding expression is:

R̄ =
∏i(1 + [X]KR

i )
∏i(1 + [X]KR

i ) + L ∏i(1 + ci[X]KR
i )

(3.5)

When all KR
i and all ci are equal, this corresponds to equation 3.4

on the preceding page.
Again, when binding sites are pooled into groups of mi binding

sites that have the same affinity KR
i (where ∑i mi = n), then R̄ can be

written as follows:

R̄ =
∏i(1 + [X]KR

i )mi

∏i(1 + [X]KR
i )mi + L ∏i(1 + ci[X]KR

i )mi
(3.6)

Introducing the definition Ωi := 1+ci [X]KR
i

1+[X]KR
i

, equation 3.6 simplifies
to

R̄ =
1

1 + L ∏i Ωmi
i

(3.7)

Again, if m = n, this is equivalent to equation 3.4 on the preceding
page, and if mi = 1 for all i, this is equivalent to equation 3.5.

3.3 Obtaining Adair-Klotz constants from microscopic

association constants

3.3.1 Obtaining Adair-Klotz constants from microscopic association con-
stants for a protein with four non-equivalent binding sites

Consider a protein P with four binding sites for ligand X. The first
apparent association constant, K1 is defined as follows:

K1 =
[P1]

[P0][X]
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where [P0] denotes the concentration of unbound protein, [P1] the
concentration of protein with exactly one ligand molecule bound and
[X] the concentration of ligand. Since P is an allosteric protein, it can
exist in two different conformations: the high-affinity R conformation
and the low-affinity T conformation. If we denote by [Ri] the con-
centration of protein in the R state bound to i ligand molecules (and
analogously for [Ti]), we can re-write the above expression as:

K1 =
[R1] + [T1]

([R0] + [T0])[X]

Since we treat the four binding sites as non-equivalent, we must
discriminate between them. The first ligand molecule binding to the
protein in the R state can bind to site A, B, C, or D. If RA denotes the
concentration of protein in the R state bound to exactly one ligand
molecule at site A (and analogously for sites B, C, and D, and for the
T state), the above equation becomes:

K1 =
([RA] + [RB] + [RC] + [RD]) + ([TA] + [TB] + [TC] + [TD])

([R0] + [T0])[X]

The balance between unbound protein in the T and R states is given
by the allosteric isomerisation constant, L (L = [T0]

[R0]
). We can use this

relationship to derive an equation that links the apparent first associ-
ation constant K1 to the microscopic association constants (KR

A for site
A in the R state, and analogously for the other binding sites, and the
T state):

K1 =

(
[R0 ][X]KR

A + [R0 ][X]KR
B + [R0 ][X]KR

C + [R0 ][X]KR
D

)
+
(
[T0 ][X]KT

A + [T0 ][X]KT
B + [T0 ][X]KT

C + [T0 ][X]KT
D

)
([R0 ] + [T0 ])[X]

Substituting for [T0] and simplifying, we obtain:

K1 =
KR

A + KR
B + KR

C + KR
D + L

(
KT

A + KT
B + KT

C + KT
D
)

1 + L
(3.8)

Similarly, we can consider the second association constant, K2.
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K2 =
[P2]

[P1][X]

Again, distinguishing between the R and T states and between the
four different binding sites, we obtain:

K2 =
[RAB ] + [RAC ] + [RAD ] + [RBC ] + [RBD ] + [RCD ] + [TAB ] + [TAC ] + [TAD ] + [TBC ] + [TBD ] + [TCD ]

([RA ] + [RB ] + [RC ] + [RD ] + [TA ] + [TB ] + [TC ] + [TD ])[X]

This gives:

K2 =
KR

AKR
B + KR

AKR
C + KR

AKR
D + KR

B KR
C + KR

B KR
D + KR

C KR
D + L

(
KT

AKT
B + KT

AKT
C + KT

AKT
D + KT

B KT
C + KT

B KT
D + KT

C KT
D

)
KR

A + KR
B + KR

C + KR
D + L

(
KT

A + KT
B + KT

C + KT
D

) (3.9)

We can apply the same reasoning to the third ligand binding event:

K3 =
[P3]

[P2][X]

which eventually gives:

K3 =
KR

AKR
B KR

C + KR
AKR

B KR
D + KR

AKR
C KR

D + KR
B KR

C KR
D + L

(
KT

AKT
B KT

C + KT
AKT

B KT
D + KT

AKT
C KT

D + KT
B KT

C KT
D

)
KR

AKR
B + KR

AKR
C + KR

AKR
D + KR

B KR
C + KR

B KR
D + KR

C KR
D + L

(
KT

AKT
B + KT

AKT
C + KT

AKT
D + KT

B KT
C + KT

B KT
D + KT

C KT
D

) (3.10)

And similarly for K4:

K4 =
[P4]

[P3][X]

K4 =
KR

AKR
B KR

C KR
D + LKT

AKT
B KT

C KT
D

KR
AKR

B KR
C + KR

AKR
B KR

D + KR
AKR

C KR
D + KR

B KR
C KR

D + L
(

KT
AKT

B KT
C + KT

AKT
B KT

D + KT
AKT

C KT
D + KT

B KT
C KT

D

) (3.11)

Note that in the case of four identical binding sites,

KR
A = KR

B = KR
C = KR

D = KR
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and

KT
A = KT

B = KT
C = KT

D = KT

and the above expressions reduce to conversion equations for identi-
cal binding sites reported by Edelstein (1975).

3.3.2 Obtaining the ith Adair-Klotz constant from microscopic association
constants for a protein with n non-equivalent binding sites

In general, for a protein with n ligand binding sites, we can express
the apparent association constant for the ith binding event by comput-
ing the ratio between the concentrations of end products and initial
reactants. The equation for the ith apparent association constant thus
reads as follows:

Kn
i =

[Pi]
[Pi−1][X]

As above, both [Pi−1] and [Pi] are sums of protein populations in
two different states and with ligand molecules bound to combinations
of different binding sites. We can again distinguish between R and T
state, which yields:

Kn
i =

[Ri] + [Ti]
([Ri−1] + [Ti−1])[X]

If we now assume that the n ligand binding sites are, in general,
non-equivalent, we must account for the fact that Ri is a collection of
protein molecules in the R state with all possible combinations of i
out of n ligand binding sites occupied. In other words:

Ri = ∑
j1 < j2 < · · · < ji ,

all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}

Rj1 j2 ...ji (3.12)
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Expressing every Rj1 j2...ji in terms of [R0], [X] and the microscopic
association constants, we can write Ri in the following way:

[Ri] = [R0][X]i ∑
j1 < j2 < · · · < ji ,

all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}

KR
j1 KR

j2 . . . KR
ji (3.13)

Introducing the following abbreviations

SnR
i := ∑

j1 < j2 < · · · < ji ,

all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}

KR
j1 KR

j2 . . . KR
ji (3.14)

SnT
i := ∑

j1 < j2 < · · · < ji ,

all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}

KT
j1 KT

j2 . . . KT
ji (3.15)

we obtain the expression for Kn
i :

Kn
i =

[R0][X]iSnR
i + [T0][X]iSnT

i(
[R0][X]i−1SnR

i−1 + [T0][X]i−1SnT
i−1

)
[X]

Using the relationship [T0] = L[R0] to eliminate [X]i and [R0], this
simplifies to:

Kn
i =

SnR
i + LSnT

i

SnR
i−1 + LSnT

i−1
(3.16)

with SnR
i and SnT

i as defined above.
If the binding sites can be grouped into k sub-sets that have the

same affinity (m1 binding sites with affinity KR
i , m2 binding sites with

affinity KR
2 , etc.), the expression for SnR

i can be written as follows:

SnR
i := ∑

0 ≤ ej ≤ mj ,

e1 + . . . + ek = i

(
m1

e1

)(
KR

1

)e1
. . .
(

mk

ek

)(
KR

k

)ek
(3.17)
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3.4 Applications of the theory

We have studied two proteins with four binding sites each, which
constitute extreme cases of the generalised MWC framework: For cal-
modulin, all binding sites are different, so the protein can be seen as
having four sub-groups of binding sites containing one binding site
each (m1 = m2 = m3 = m4 = 1). For hæmoglobin, all binding sites are
equivalent, so there is only one sub-group of binding sites containing
four elements. This section will describe only the hæmoglobin case;
the example of calmodulin will be discussed in chapter 4 on page 31.

Hæmoglobin has four identical binding sites for oxygen, and can
be described by the classical MWC framework. Thus, the conversion
equations are a special case of the equations presented above. They
read as follows (Edelstein, 1975):

K1 = 4
KR + LKT

1 + L
(3.18)

K2 =
3
2

(KR)2 + L(KT)2

KR + LKT (3.19)

K3 =
2
3

(KR)3 + L(KT)3

(KR)2 + L(KT)2 (3.20)

K4 =
1
4

(KR)4 + L(KT)4

(KR)3 + L(KT)3 (3.21)

Yonetani et al. (2002) fitted the same data for hæmoglobin binding
to oxygen using both the MWC and Adair-Klotz frameworks. This
study provides an excellent opportunity to test the validity of the con-
version equations presented here: By using the results of their MWC
fit and inserting KR, KT and L into the equations presented by Edel-
stein (1975), the Adair-Klotz constants K1 to K4 can be determined
independently. Table 1 on the next page compares the Adair-Klotz
constants thus obtained in this work to the Adair-Klotz constants ob-
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this study Yonetani et al. (2002)

K′1 7.68× 10−3 7.20× 10−3

K′2 0.96× 10−2 1.05× 10−2

K′3 1.52× 10−2 1.15× 10−2

K′4 2.32× 10−2 2.33× 10−2

Table 1: Experimental and theoretical determination of Adair-Klotz con-
stants from MWC constants at pH 7.0. Here, KR = 3.0 × 10−2,
KT = 7.0× 10−3 and L = 33, as obtained by Yonetani et al. (2002) by
fitting data with an MWC equation. We used these to compute K1 to
K4 using the equations presented in (Edelstein, 1975) and here com-
pare them to K1 to K4 obtained by Yonetani et al. (2002) by fitting
the same data with an Adair-Klotz equation. Note that Yonetani
et al. used a slightly modified version of the Adair-Klotz equation
(Klotz, 1946); meaning that K1 for Yonetani et al. corresponds to 1

4 K1

for Klotz, K2 for Yonetani et al. to 2
3 K2 for Klotz, K3 for Yonetani

et al. to 3
2 K3 for Klotz and K4 for Yonetani et al. to 4K4 for Klotz.

To allow easier comparability, we used Yonetani’s notation for this
table and labelled the constants K′1, . . . , K′4 to avoid confusion with
the original Klotz notation used everywhere else in this study.

tained by Yonetani et al. (2002). Both methods yield essentially the
same results, slight differences are presumably due to rounding er-
rors and/or to limitations of the data fitting algorithms used, as well
as possible over-fitting in the case of the Adair-Klotz framework.

3.5 Discussion and conclusion

The generalised MWC model proposed here opens up new ways of
applying the allosteric framework: Not only can it be applied to mul-
timers consisting of identical subunits with one ligand binding site
on each, but also to proteins with several binding sites of different
affinities for the same ligand, be it multimers with more than one bin-
ding sites on each subunit or monomeric proteins containing several
binding sites. This framework has been used for an allosteric model
of calmodulin (Stefan et al., 2008) (chapter 4 on page 31), and could
be useful in the analysis of a wide range of other proteins.

In biology, the same question can be tackled at different levels and
with different approaches, often based on different underlying theo-
retical frameworks. These approaches, however, need to be compara-
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ble in order to allow cross-validation and assembly of different types
of data into a comprehensive understanding of a given process. Com-
putational modellers need a way of comparing their models with
experimental results to assess the validity of their models. In par-
ticular, mechanistic models need to be comparable to data or to the
phenomenological models describing them. We offer a way of relat-
ing intrinsic association constants in allosteric models to Adair-Klotz
constants and thus to bridge the gap between generalised allosteric
models and experimental observations.

Apart from enabling modellers to validate their models, conversion
equations could also help in model construction by providing ways
to constrain parameter space and facilitate the estimation of allosteric
parameters. This is useful in cases where there is little or no addi-
tional experimental evidence that could help with their derivation.

Contributions

A modified version of this chapter has been submitted for publication.
I designed the generalised MWC framework and derived the conver-
sion equations. Stuart Edelstein independently derived the conver-
sion equations in order to validate them. Nicolas Le Novère super-
vised the research. All three of us contributed to the manuscript.
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A L L O S T E R I C M O D E L O F C A L M O D U L I N

4.1 Introduction

Calmodulin is a ubiquitous regulatory protein that plays a vital role
in mediating bidirectional synaptic plasticity: It preferentially acti-
vates CaMKII at high calcium concentrations and PP2B at low cal-
cium concentrations. It remains to be explained, however, how calmo-
dulin performs this dual function.

Calmodulin is a single polypeptide chain of 148 amino acid residues
(Watterson et al., 1980), with a dumbbell-like shape (Babu et al., 1988),
where each of the lobes contains two calcium binding EF-hands (Babu
et al., 1988; Chattopadhyaya et al., 1992). Calmodulin can have two dis-
tinct conformations: in the absence of calcium, its EF-hands typically
adopt a compact (closed) form which is unable to bind to most tar-
gets (Kuboniwa et al., 1995). When bound to four calcium ions, they
are found in an open form, which can bind to various target proteins
(Babu et al., 1985).

A variety of models for calmodulin activation and action have been
used in the past. Each of these models reflects some properties of cal-
modulin and is reasonably applicable in contexts in which only these
properties are relevant. However, none of these models can satisfac-
torily account for all the observed properties of calmodulin such as
cooperativity of calcium binding, different affinities of different cal-
cium binding sites (Crouch and Klee, 1980), activation of targets by
unsaturated calmodulin (Huang et al., 1981; Kincaid and Vaughan,
1986; Shifman et al., 2006), and increased affinity for calcium upon
binding to targets (Burger et al., 1983; Olwin et al., 1984; Shifman et al.,
2006).

We propose an alternative model, based on a biophysical descrip-
tion of the conformational transitions. This generalised allosteric mo-
del of calmodulin can reconcile different properties of calmodulin,
including differential activation of PP2B and CaMKII, residual acti-
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vation of CaMKII at low calcium saturation, differences between the
binding sites in terms of calcium affinity and the existence of active
and inactive conformations.

4.2 Allosteric model of calmodulin

4.2.1 Structure of the model

In this model calmodulin can exist in two different states: the active,
open R state and the inactive, closed T state. Each of these states
can bind four calcium ions (see figure 5), with calcium affinity being
higher for the R state than for the T state.

The four different binding sites are designated A, B, C and D (A
and B on the amino-terminal (N-terminal) domain, C and D on the
carboxy-terminal (C-terminal) domain, with no sequential order be-
ing implied within the domains). Each of the states and each of the
reactions is explicitly modelled, with distinct dissociation constants
for each of the sites (see figure 6 on page 34). Target (CaMKII or
PP2B) only binds to the R state.

4.2.2 Parameter determination

The generalised formula for fractional occupancy of an allosteric pro-
tein in the absence of allosteric effectors is given in Chapter 3 on
page 19. Versions of this equation were used for parameter determi-
nation.

The allosteric isomerisation constant L, the microscopic dissocia-
tion constants KR

i for the R state for each site, and the ratios of R
and T state affinity, ci, for each site cannot be directly obtained from
experimental literature. Experimental results do allow us, however,
to constrain parameter space and to obtain reasonable estimates. We
used calcium binding data in the presence and the absence of an al-
losteric activator for mutant and wild-type forms of calmodulin.

We introduced the additional assumption that all four ci values are
identical. This is based on the idea that the free energy of transition is
spread over the whole molecule. In addition, the published structures
of calmodulin (Babu et al., 1985; Kuboniwa et al., 1995) suggest that
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Figure 5: Representative structures of a calmodulin EF-hand as modelled
here. Residues 49-75 are shown. The closed apo structure is taken
from Kuboniwa et al. (1995) (PDB: 1CFD). The closed calcium-
liganded structure is inferred from Warren et al. (2007) (PDB:
2PQ3), using the position of Zn2+. The open structures come from
Babu et al. (1988) (PDB: 3CLN).
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Figure 6: Scheme of reactions used in the allosteric model of calmodulin.
For clarity, only the first and fourth calcium binding events are
depicted in detail. Tg stands for target, which in this model can be
either CaMKII or PP2B.
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both the R state and the T state are symmetrical and that there are
effectively two pairs of binding sites, with each binding site on the N-
terminal lobe mirroring a similar binding site on the C-terminal lobe.
Because symmetry is conserved in the transition from R to T state,
a conformational change that alters one of the binding sites must
alter the corresponding binding site on the other lobe to the same
extent. We would therefore assume the c value for one binding site to
be very similar to the c value for the corresponding binding site on
the other lobe. We therefore felt it was a reasonable simplification to
assume that all c values were the same, thereby greatly reducing the
computational complexity of parameter determination.

Obtaining L and c values

In order to obtain an estimate of c and of the isomerisation constant
L, a reduced model of calmodulin was used. In this simple model,
all four calcium binding sites are equivalent and one molecule of
target, acting as an allosteric activator, can bind to each molecule of
calmodulin. In this case, the fractional occupancy Ȳ of an allosteric
protein in the presence of an allosteric activator can be described as
(Rubin and Changeux, 1966):

Ȳ =
[X]
KR

(
1 + [X]

KR

)3
+ L

(
1+γe
1+γ

)
c [X]

KR

(
1 + c [X]

KR

)3

(
1 + [X]

KR

)4
+ L

(
1+γe
1+γ

) (
1 + c [X]

KR

)4 (4.1)

In this equation, [X] is the concentration of ligand, γ = [A]
KAR and

e = KAR

KAT ; KR denotes the dissociation constant for ligand binding to
the R state, L the allosteric equilibrium constant, [A] the concentra-
tion of allosteric activator, KAR the dissociation constant for binding
of the allosteric activator to the R state and KAT the dissociation con-
stant for binding of the allosteric activator to the T state. The factor
( 1+γe

1+γ ) modulates the apparent isomerisation constant as a function of
activator concentration: if more target is present, the apparent value
of L decreases.

Peersen et al. (1997) have measured calcium binding to calmodu-
lin in the absence and presence of several target proteins, which act
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as allosteric effectors of calmodulin. By taking the calcium concentra-
tion at Ȳ = 1

2 from four different binding curves (absence of target,
presence of skeletal myosin light chain kinase (skMLCK), phospho-
rylase kinase (PhK5) or Ca2+-ATPase (CaATPase), respectively) and
inserting them into the above equation, we obtain a system of four
equations, which depend on L, c, and on e values for skMLCK, PhK5

and CaATPase, respectively. In order to get KR from the reported Kd

value, we need to dissect Kd into its two contributing factors: binding
to the R state and binding to the T state:

Kd = [CaM][Ca2+]
[CaM−Ca] =

= ([R]+[T])[Ca2+]
[R−Ca]+[T−Ca] =

= [R][Ca2+](1+L)
[R−Ca](1+Lc) = KR 1+L

1+Lc

Hence, KR = Kd
1+Lc
1+L .

For each condition (presence of specific targets, or absence of tar-
get), the objective function ε to minimise is the difference between
the measured value of Ȳ at half-saturating calcium concentration ( 1

2 )
and the theoretical value of Ȳ at the same calcium concentration, as
computed from the equation given above (which should also equal
1
2 , given the right choice of parameters). This results in a system of
equations (one for each conditions) to be minimised simultaneously.
The equations read as follows:

No target present :

ε1 =
1
2
−

[Ca2+ ]0.5
KR

(
1 + [Ca2+ ]0.5

KR

)3
+ Lc [Ca2+ ]0.5

KR

(
1 + c [Ca2+ ]0.5

KR

)3

(
1 + [Ca2+ ]0.5

KR

)4
+ L

(
1 + c [Ca2+ ]0.5

KR

)4 (4.2)

where [Ca2+]0.5 = 7.5× 10−6 M and KR = 1.4× 10−5 M.
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skMLCK:

ε2 =
1
2
−

[Ca2+ ]0.51
KR

(
1 +

[Ca2+ ]0.51
KR

)3
+ L

 1+ A1
KAR

1
e1

1+ A1
KAR

1

 c
[Ca2+ ]0.51

KR

(
1 + c

[Ca2+ ]0.51
KR

)3

(
1 +

[Ca2+ ]0.51
KR

)4
+ L

 1+ A1
KAR

1
e1

1+ A1
KAR

1

(1 + c
[Ca2+ ]0.51

KR

)4

(4.3)

where [Ca2+]0.51 = 3.4× 10−8 M, A1 = 1× 10−5 M, KAR
1 = 1× 10−9 M.

PhK5 :

ε3 =
1
2
−

[Ca2+ ]0.52
KR

(
1 +

[Ca2+ ]0.52
KR

)3
+ L

 1+ A2
KAR

2
e2

1+ A2
KAR

2

 c
[Ca2+ ]0.52

KR

(
1 + c

[Ca2+ ]0.52
KR

)3

(
1 +

[Ca2+ ]0.52
KR

)4
+ L

 1+ A2
KAR

2
e2

1+ A2
KAR

2

(1 + c
[Ca2+ ]0.52

KR

)4

(4.4)

where [Ca2+]0.52 = 6× 10−7 M, A2 = 1× 10−5 M, KAR
2 = 2× 10−8 M.

CaATPase :

ε4 =
1
2
−

[Ca2+ ]0.53
KR

(
1 +

[Ca2+ ]0.53
KR

)3
+ L

 1+ A3
KAR

3
e3

1+ A3
KAR

3

 c
[Ca2+ ]0.53

KR

(
1 + c

[Ca2+ ]0.53
KR

)3

(
1 +

[Ca2+ ]0.53
KR

)4
+ L

 1+ A3
KAR

3
e3

1+ A3
KAR

3

(1 + c
[Ca2+ ]0.53

KR

)4

(4.5)

where [Ca2+]0.53 = 1.2× 10−7 M, A3 = 10−5 M, KAR
3 = 1× 10−9 M.

We minimised (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4) by using the leastsquare function pro-
vided in scilab (http://www.scilab.org). To avoid local minima, we
ran 105 minimisations, each one with different initial values. Initial
values were drawn at random: The grand function provided in scilab
was used to determine the exponent of each parameter, with initial

http://www.scilab.org
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values in the following range: 103 ≤ L < 105, 10−4 ≤ c < 0.1 and
10−15 < ei < 0.5. Out of 105 runs, 13 resulted in the same min-
imum, which we believe to be global. It is reached at L = 20670,
c = 3.96× 10−3, e1 = 10−15, e2 = 0.5, and e3 = 1.57× 10−3. e1 being
very small (in fact, reaching the lower boundary condition) means
that skMLCK binds predominantly to the R state. We can therefore
assume that, in the presence of sufficient amounts of skMLCK, calmo-
dulin exists predominantly in the R state.

Obtaining dissociation constants

To determine the dissociation constants for all four binding sites, we
used a similar approach, making use of the general formula for frac-
tional occupancy presented above (equation 3.2 on page 20). The for-
mula can be simplified to reflect calmodulin binding to calcium under
different experimental constraints. For instance, it can be reduced to
the two N-terminal binding sites to describe recombinant versions of
calmodulin in which the C-terminal binding sites are ablated. Using
the available experimental literature, one thus obtains a system of
four equations and corresponding data: the full equation for Ȳ (us-
ing data from Bayley et al. (1996)), two reduced equations for Ȳ with
N-terminal or C-terminal binding sites only, respectively (using data
from experiments with recombinant calmodulin from Shifman et al.
(2006)), and one reduced equation for Ȳ in which only the R state is
considered (using data from Peersen et al. (1997) in the presence of
skMLCK, where it can be assumed that calmodulin exists mostly in
the R state). There are thus four constraints that can be used to restrict
parameter space. We used the calcium concentration at Ȳ = 1

2 and at
Ȳ = 1

4 from the experimental literature to obtain eight equations that
depend on KR

i values. The eight equations read as follows:

Wildtype :

η1 =
1
2
− 0.25

∑i

(
[Ca2+]0.5

KR
i

∏j

(
1 + [Ca2+]0.5

KR
j

))
+ L ∑i

(
c [Ca2+]0.5

KR
i

∏j

(
(1 + c [Ca2+]0.5

KR
j

))

∏i

(
1 + [Ca2+]0.5

KR
i

)
+ L ∏i

(
1 + c [Ca2+]0.5

KR
i

) (4.6)
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η2 =
1
4
− 0.25

∑i

(
[Ca2+]0.25

KR
i

∏j

(
1 + [Ca2+]0.25

KR
j

))
+ L ∑i

(
c [Ca2+]0.25

KR
i

∏j

(
1 + c [Ca2+]0.25

KR
j

))

∏i

(
1 + [Ca2+]0.25

KR
i

)
+ L ∏i

(
1 + c [Ca2+]0.25

KR
i

) (4.7)

where i, j ∈ {A, B, C, D} and j 6= i, [Ca2+]0.5 = 4.4× 10−6 M and
[Ca2+]0.25 = 1.4× 10−6 M (Bayley et al., 1996).

C-terminal mutant :

η3 =
1
2
− 0.5

∑i

(
[Ca2+]N0.5

KR
i

∏j

(
1 +

[Ca2+]N0.5
KR

j

))
+ L ∑i

(
c

[Ca2+]N0.5
KR

i
∏j

(
1 + c

[Ca2+]N0.5
KR

j

))

∏i

(
1 +

[Ca2+]N0.5
KR

i

)
+ L ∏i

(
1 + c

[Ca2+]N0.5
KR

i

) (4.8)

η4 =
1
4
− 0.5

∑i

(
[Ca2+]N0.25

KR
i

∏j

(
1 +

[Ca2+]N0.25
KR

j

))
+ L ∑i

(
c

[Ca2+]N0.25
KR

i
∏j

(
1 + c

[Ca2+]N0.25
KR

j

))

∏i

(
1 +

[Ca2+]N0.25
KR

i

)
+ L ∏i

(
1 + c

[Ca2+]N0.25
KR

i

) (4.9)

where i, j ∈ {A, B} and j 6= i, [Ca2+]N0.5 = 3.3 × 10−5 M and
[Ca2+]N0.25 = 1.3× 10−5 M (Shifman et al., 2006).

N-terminal mutant :

η5 =
1
2
− 0.5

∑i

(
[Ca2+]C0.5

KR
i

∏j

(
1 +

[Ca2+]C0.5
KR

j

))
+ L ∑i

(
c

[Ca2+]C0.5
KR

i
∏j

(
1 + c

[Ca2+]C0.5
KR

j

))

∏i

(
1 +

[Ca2+]C0.5
KR

i

)
+ L ∏i

(
1 + c

[Ca2+]C0.5
KR

i

) (4.10)

η6 =
1
4
− 0.5

∑i

(
[Ca2+]C0.25

KR
i

∏j

(
1 +

[Ca2+]C0.25
KR

j

))
+ L ∑i

(
c

[Ca2+]C0.25
KR

i
∏j

(
1 + c

[Ca2+]C0.25
KR

j

))

∏i

(
1 +

[Ca2+]C0.25
KR

i

)
+ L ∏i

(
1 + c

[Ca2+]C0.25
KR

i

) (4.11)

where i, j ∈ {C, D} and j 6= i, [Ca2+]C0.5 = 3.5 × 10−5 M and
[Ca2+]C0.25 = 1.4× 10−5 M (Shifman et al., 2006).
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R state only :

η7 =
1
2
− 0.25

∑i

(
[Ca2+]R0.5

KR
i

∏j

(
1 + [Ca2+]R0.5

KR
j

))
∏i

(
1 + [Ca2+]R0.5

KR
i

) (4.12)

η8 =
1
4
− 0.25

∑i

(
[Ca2+]R0.25

KR
i

∏j

(
1 + [Ca2+]R0.25

KR
j

))
∏i

(
1 + [Ca2+]R0.25

KR
i

) (4.13)

where i, j ∈ {A, B, C, D} and j 6= i, [Ca2+]R0.5 = 3.4× 10−8 M and
[Ca2+]R0.25 = 1.5× 10−8 M (Peersen et al., 1997).

To avoid the problem of local minima, we first sampled all possible
combinations of KR

i values in a broad range (10−9 ≤ KR
i < 10−4),

using a logarithmic scan with 50 sample points per dimension. Out of
these, we selected the parameter configuration that minimises ∑8

i=1 η2
i .

The result was then used as an initial vector for a refined search using
a smaller interval (of two orders of magnitude) around the initial
results and 66 sample points per dimension. The resulting values are
KR

A = 8.32× 10−6 M, KR
B = 1.66× 10−8 M, KR

C = 1.74× 10−5 M, and
KR

D = 1.45× 10−8 M.

4.2.3 Kinetic simulations

Although equation 3.2 on page 20 provides a general formula for cal-
cium saturation in the case of four non-equivalent binding sites in
the absence of allosteric effectors, the situation becomes less tractable
in the presence of two competing allosteric activators (CaMKII and
PP2B, in this case), especially at low calcium concentrations, where
initial calcium concentration can differ significantly from free calcium
concentration at steady-state. Moreover, our intention was to provide
an accurate model of calmodulin activation, which can serve as a ba-
sis for more complex models of signalling networks within the postsy-
naptic density (PSD). Both these concerns can be met by formulating
the model as a system of reactions for kinetic simulations.
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Every reaction was split into a separate forward and backward reac-
tion. The full model comprises 352 reactions: 32 reactions describing
calcium binding to the target-free T state, 32 reactions describing the
corresponding dissociation events, 64 reactions describing calcium
binding to and dissociation from the target-free R state, 32 reactions
describing transitions between the R and T states, 32 reactions de-
scribing the binding and dissociation of CaMKII, another 32 reactions
describing the binding and dissociation of PP2B, and 128 reactions de-
scribing calcium binding to and dissociation from CaMKII-bound or
PP2B-bound calmodulin.

A complete list of reactions can be found in appendix A on page 135.
The kon for calcium binding was assumed to be the same for all

four binding sites and both states, since it can be assumed to be con-
trolled only by calcium and calmodulin diffusion and size (random
exploration). Different affinities were represented by different koff val-
ues. A complete list of parameters can be found in table 3 on the
following page.

The Model was deposited in BioModels database (Le Novère et al.,
2006) with Model ID BIOMD0000000183 (access: http://www.ebi.ac.
uk/biomodels-main/publ-model.do?mid=BIOMD0000000183).

Simulations were run using the parameter-scan facility of the Com-
plex Pathway Simulator (COPASI) (Hoops et al., 2006).

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/publ-model.do?mid=BIOMD0000000183
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/publ-model.do?mid=BIOMD0000000183
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KR
A 8.32× 10−6 M this study

KR
B 1.66× 10−8 M this study

KR
C 1.74× 10−5 M this study

KR
D 1.45× 10−8 M this study

KT
A 2.10× 10−3 M KR

A/c
KT

B 4.19× 10−6 M KR
B /c

KT
C 4.39× 10−3 M KR

C/c
KT

D 3.66× 10−6 M KR
D/c

kon 106 M−1s−1 assumption
kR

off A
8.32 s−1 KR

A × kon

kR
off B

1.66× 10−2 s−1 KR
B × kon

kR
off C

17.4 s−1 KR
C × kon

kR
off D

1.45× 10−2 s−1 KR
D × kon

kT
off A

2.10× 103 s−1 KT
A × kon

kT
off B

4.19 s−1 KT
B × kon

kT
off C

4.39× 103 s−1 KT
C × kon

kT
off D

3.66 s−1 KT
D × kon

L 20670 this study
kRT 1× 106 s−1 assumption
kTR 48.38 s−1 kRT/L
c 0.00396 this study
konCaMKII 3.2× 106 M−1s−1 (Tzortzopoulos

and Török, 2004)
koff CaMKII

0.343 s−1 (Tzortzopoulos
and Török, 2004)

konPP2B 4.6× 107 M−1s−1 (Quintana et al.,
2005)

koff PP2B
0.0013 s−1 (Quintana et al.,

2005)
[T0] 2× 10−7 − 3× 10−5 M depending on

simulation run
[calcium] 10−8 − 10−1 M multiple runs

with varying
concentrations

[PP2B] 1.6× 10−6 M (cf. Goto et al.,
1986)

[CaMKII] 7× 10−5 M (cf. Petersen et al.,
2003)

spine volume 10−15 l (cf. Carlisle and
Kennedy, 2005)

Table 3: List of parameters used for simulation of the calmodulin model.
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4.3 Simulation results

4.3.1 Comparison of calcium binding curve to experimental results

To validate the model, we compared it to experimental measurements
of calmodulin binding to calcium, some of which (Crouch and Klee,
1980; Porumb, 1994) had not been used to constrain parameter space.

Figure 7 on the next page compares the outcome of our simulations
with results reported by Crouch and Klee (1980), Porumb (1994) and
Peersen et al. (1997). The figure indicates good agreement between
our model and experimental data.

In order to further quantify this agreement, apparent sequential as-
sociation constants were obtained by converting the MWC constants
to Adair-Klotz constants (Adair, 1925; Klotz, 1946) (see chapter 3 on
page 19). The resulting constants are listed in table 4. All of them
lie within the range of constants reported in the experimental litera-
ture (Burger et al., 1984; Crouch and Klee, 1980; Haiech et al., 1981;
Porumb, 1994; Shifman et al., 2006), thus confirming that the model
agrees well with experimental data.

4.3.2 Robustness analysis for kRT

To determine whether the choice of the R to T transition rate, kRT,
affects the outcome of the simulation, we performed a robustness
analysis on this parameter. We looked at calcium binding to calmo-

this paper reported range

K1 5.19× 105 1.16× 105 (Burger et al.) – 1.7× 106 (Burger et al.)
K2 5.16× 105 1.4× 105 (Burger et al.) – 8.9× 105 (Porumb)
K3 1.34× 105 2.86× 104 (Shifman et al.) – 2.9× 106 (Burger et al.)
K4 3.88× 104 1.7× 103 (Haiech et al.) – 1.12× 105 (Shifman et al.)

Table 4: Apparent Adair-Klotz constants (in M) for our model, and compar-
ison to experimental reports (Burger et al., 1984; Crouch and Klee,
1980; Haiech et al., 1981; Porumb, 1994; Shifman et al., 2006) and data
reviews (Burger et al., 1984). Constants were obtained from our mo-
del by computing Adair-Klotz constants (Adair, 1925; Klotz, 1946)
from MWC constants as discussed in chapter 3 on page 19.
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Figure 7: Comparison between simulation results and various sets of expe-
rimental results for calcium binding to calmodulin. Moles of cal-
cium bound per mole of calmodulin are shown as a function of
initial calcium concentration. Red squares: data points measured
by Crouch and Klee (1980), black circles: data points measured by
Porumb (1994), blue diamonds: data points measured by Peersen
et al. (1997), solid line: steady-state results of simulations at differ-
ent initial calcium concentrations. Calmodulin concentration used
was 2× 10−7M.
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Figure 8: Robustness of the parameter kRT : Moles of calcium bound per
mole of calmodulin are shown as a function of calcium concen-
tration and of the parameter value chosen for kRT . Calmodulin
concentration used was 2× 10−7 M.

dulin as a function of calcium concentration for kRT values between
103 and 109, and found no difference in output (see figure 8).

4.3.3 Activity of various forms of non-saturated calmodulin

By calculating the equilibrium constants for the transition between R
and T states for calmodulin species that are bound to one or more
calcium ions, one can see what fraction of calmodulin is active under
steady-state conditions.

For instance, the relation between the R and T states for calmodulin
with exactly two calcium ions bound is given by R2

T2
= 1

Lc2 ≈ 3. Sim-
ilarly, without any calcium bound, there are more than 20 000 times
more calmodulin molecules in the T state than in the R state. With
one calcium ion bound, there are still about 80 times more calmodu-
lin molecules in the T state than in the R state. The equilibrium shifts
towards the R state when two or more calcium ions are bound: with
three calcium ions bound, there is about 800 times as much calmo-
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Figure 9: Free energy diagram for the different states of calmodulin showing
the different binding sites. Energy levels (in J/mol) were computed
as in Edelstein et al. (1996). Free energy differences between T state
and corresponding R state relate to the allosteric isomerisation con-
stant. Between corresponding T and R states, a hypothetical transi-
tion state is depicted based on estimates of rate constants. T state
is shown on the left, R state on the right, and the transition state in
the middle. Calcium-free calmodulin is shown in black, calmodu-
lin with one calcium ion bound in shades of red, calmodulin with
two calcium ions bound in shades of blue, calmodulin with three
calcium ions bound in shades of green, fully saturated calmodulin
in yellow. Note that some of the curves overlap.

dulin in the R state as in the T state, and when fully saturated, there
are nearly 200 000 calmodulin molecules in the R state for each cal-
modulin molecule in the T state. The shift of equilibrium from T to
R state with three or more calcium ions bound can also be seen from
the site-specific free energy diagram (see figure 9).

4.3.4 Altered affinity of calmodulin for calcium in the presence of target

It has been reported (Burger et al., 1983; Olwin et al., 1984; Shifman
et al., 2006) that the apparent affinity of calmodulin for calcium in-
creases if calmodulin is bound to a target. To reproduce this effect,
we simulated calcium binding to 2× 10−7 M calmodulin at varying
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Figure 10: Increased affinity of calmodulin for calcium in the presence of
a target protein. Fractional occupancy is shown as a function of
initial calcium concentration for four different conditions: Upper
dotted line: R state only, lower dotted/dashed line: T state only,
dashed line: combined R and T states in the absence of target,
solid line: combined R and T states in the presence of CaMKII. All
lines are steady-state results of simulations at different initial cal-
cium concentrations. Calmodulin concentration was 2× 10−7 M.

initial calcium concentrations in the absence of target and in the pre-
sence of CaMKII. In addition, we constructed two reduced models of
calmodulin where R to T transition was impaired, i. e. where all cal-
modulin molecules are locked either in the R state or in the T state.
These models were also used to simulate calcium binding to calmo-
dulin at different initial calcium concentrations in order to investigate
calcium binding of the R state and the T state in isolation.

Results are shown in figure 10. The fractional occupancy curve illus-
trates how, with increasing initial calcium concentration, the calmodu-
lin population shifts from mostly T state to mostly R state, with the
corresponding affinities for calcium. The presence of target further
stabilises the R state, resulting in the observed increase of affinity.
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Figure 11: Differential activation of PP2B and CaMKII at different calcium
concentrations. Binding of both PP2B and CaMKII to calmodulin
is shown normalised to maximum binding. Steady-state results
of simulations at different initial concentrations of calcium are
shown. Solid line: PP2B, dashed line: CaMKII. Calmodulin con-
centration was 3× 10−5 M (cf. Kakiuchi et al., 1982).

4.3.5 Differential activation of CaMKII and PP2B

An intriguing feature of calmodulin is its ability to differentially ac-
tivate PP2B or CaMKII, depending on calcium input. It is known
that PP2B has a much higher affinity for calmodulin (Quintana et al.,
2005) than CaMKII (Tzortzopoulos and Török, 2004). But while PP2B
has merely been detected in PSD fractions (reviewed in Collins et al.,
2006), CaMKII is far more abundant and, in fact, constitutes a major
PSD protein (Chen et al., 2005; Cheng et al., 2006). Together with our
allosteric model, this information can explain the differential activa-
tion of PP2B at low calcium concentrations and of CaMKII at high
calcium concentrations.

As figure 11 shows, we can reproduce a differential activation of
PP2B and CaMKII in our model. At sub-saturating calcium concentra-
tions, PP2B becomes preferentially activated due to its high affinity
for the R state. PP2B binding stabilises the R state and thus increases
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the apparent affinity of calmodulin for its targets. At higher calcium
concentrations, more calmodulin in the R state is available and can
bind to CaMKII. Due to the abundance of CaMKII, there is more ac-
tive CaMKII than PP2B in absolute terms.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Sequential/induced fit models vs thermal equilibrium models

Both experimentalists (Pifl et al., 1984) and theoreticians (d’Alcantara
et al., 2003) have directly related calmodulin activity to calcium con-
centration, often by using a Hill function (Hill, 1913). This allows for
some calmodulin activity even at low calcium concentrations. Fur-
thermore, together with the information that calmodulin affinity for
PP2B (Quintana et al., 2005) is higher than for CaMKII (Tzortzopoulos
and Török, 2004) and that CaMKII concentration in the postsynaptic
density (PSD) (Petersen et al., 2003) is higher than PP2B concentration
(Goto et al., 1986), it can explain why PP2B is preferentially activated
at lower calcium concentrations. Models of this type do not allow for
the possibility that the different binding sites might have different
affinities for calcium. Spectroscopic measurements, as well as experi-
ments on mutant versions of calmodulin, show, however, that this is
the case (Linse et al., 1991; Shifman et al., 2006). Finally, the use of a
Hill function to compute calmodulin activity as a function of calcium
concentration is purely phenomenological and does not provide an
explanation for how calcium binding relates to calmodulin activity.

Many investigators measuring the binding of calcium to calmodu-
lin (Burger et al., 1984; Crouch and Klee, 1980; Mirzoeva et al., 1999;
Shifman et al., 2006) have used an Adair-Klotz function (Adair, 1925;
Klotz, 1946), or a modified version, to describe calmodulin binding
to calcium. This approach allows for different microscopic affinities
for the four binding events, and thus for detailed models of calcium
binding to calmodulin. These models do not, however, explain the
transition of calmodulin between closed (“inactive”) and open (“ac-
tive”) structures, which have been experimentally determined (Babu
et al., 1985; Kuboniwa et al., 1995).
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Another way to model calmodulin action is by assuming a sequen-
tial mechanism, where calmodulin first binds four calcium ions, and
only then becomes activated (Franks et al., 2001; Naoki et al., 2005).
These models are useful approximations of how calmodulin activates
CaMKII, but they fail to account for important aspects of calmodulin
function, all of which can be explained by our model. A sequential
model fails to explain why calmodulin can activate PP2B or CaMKII
when bound to less than four calcium ions (Huang et al., 1981; Kin-
caid and Vaughan, 1986; Shifman et al., 2006). Some models assume
that calmodulin can activate PP2B with two, three, or four calcium
ions bound, but requires four calcium ions bound in order to activate
CaMKII (Bhalla and Iyengar, 1999). While these models are decent
phenomenological approximations for modelling the differential acti-
vation of CaMKII and PP2B, they do not provide a satisfactory mech-
anism by which calmodulin with three bound calcium ions would ac-
tivate PP2B, but not CaMKII. They also fail to explain data on mutant
calmodulin where two calcium binding sites are ablated, yet calmo-
dulin still activates CaMKII to some degree (Shifman et al., 2006).

By postulating an equilibrium between inactive and active states
that is shifted towards the active state by calcium, our model allows
for calmodulin activity even when bound to less than four calcium
ions. One can see the extent of this by looking at what fraction of sub-
saturated calmodulin becomes activated. As shown above, about 75 %
of calmodulin molecules are active even when only two molecules of
calcium are bound. This can explain experiments with mutant calmo-
dulin showing that even when two of the calcium binding sites are
ablated, calmodulin can still activate CaMKII to a certain extent (Shif-
man et al., 2006). It is also consistent with experimental data showing
that conformational transitions exist in apo calmodulin (Tjandra et al.,
1995), and that both apo calmodulin and calmodulin bound to only
one calcium ion can exist in open and closed states (Malmendal et al.,
1999). Finally, calmodulin open structures have been found where
only one head was populated by calcium (Schumacher et al., 2001).

Since purely sequential models do not allow for sub-saturated cal-
modulin binding to its target, they necessarily fail to account for the
observation that the affinity of calmodulin for calcium increases once
calmodulin is bound to a target (Burger et al., 1983; Olwin et al., 1984;
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Shifman et al., 2006). In our model, sub-saturated calmodulin can bind
to its targets. The apparent increase in affinity for calcium upon bin-
ding to targets arises from the fact that targets act as allosteric activa-
tors, drawing the equilibrium towards the high-affinity R state.

A calmodulin model that allows for target binding by sub-saturated
forms of calmodulin has been proposed in a study about calmodulin
binding to cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase (Huang et al., 1981).
The increased affinity of calmodulin for calcium in the presence of
target was modelled by assigning higher calcium affinities to target-
bound calmodulin, but without providing a mechanistic explanation.

Note that a simple model based on thermal equilibrium has been
proposed before (Czerlinski, 1984), although based on sequential bind-
ings of calcium. Furthermore, the author did not try to estimate pa-
rameters using experimental information, or to validate the model.

Experimental support for our model has recently been published
by Gsponer et al. (2008).

4.4.2 Structural considerations

It is important to notice that the conformation of calmodulin which
we call the T state is not necessarily exactly identical to the reported
apo structure (Kuboniwa et al., 1995) of calmodulin. Rather, the T state
represents a collection of structures that may differ somewhat in the
conformation of the calcium binding sites, but whose overall struc-
ture resembles that of what has been called apo calmodulin. The exis-
tence of an ion-bound form that resembles the apo conformation has
recently been established (Warren et al., 2007). Likewise, the R state
is a collection of structures that resemble the reported open structure
of active calmodulin (Babu et al., 1988; Fallon and Quiocho, 2003).
Asymmetric forms of calmodulin with one lobe in an open state and
one lobe in a closed state have been reported in the presence of some
targets (Drum et al., 2002). However, the binding mechanism of these
targets differs from that of CaMKII and PP2B, where both lobes are
involved in target binding.
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4.4.3 Lisman hypothesis

The model proposed here explains how different amounts of calcium
can trigger the activation of either PP2B or CaMKII, and thus pro-
vides support for the Lisman hypothesis (Lisman, 1989) on a molecu-
lar level. The question of how different frequencies of calcium signals
lead to differential activation of PP2B or CaMKII is not addressed in
the model. It has been suggested, however, that, at least under some
conditions, high frequencies of calcium input result in high local con-
centrations of calcium, while low calcium frequencies result in mod-
erate local calcium concentrations in the spine (Bhalla, 2002; Franks
et al., 2001; Gamble and Koch, 1987). This seems plausible given the
relative concentrations of calcium and calcium-binding proteins in a
dendritic spine. After a calcium spike, the local calcium concentra-
tion rises to about 1 − 2 × 10−6 M (reviewed in Hook and Means,
2001), which is much lower than that of calcium-binding proteins:
The concentration of calmodulin alone is about an order of magni-
tude higher (Kakiuchi et al., 1982). Calcium in the spine will therefore
be buffered away quite quickly, which means that high frequencies
of calcium influx are needed in order to achieve high amounts of
free calcium. In addition, calcium frequency has a direct impact on
CaMKII, because of the requirement for two adjacent subunits to be
active for autophosphorylation at Thr286, which confers constitutive
activity (De Koninck and Schulman, 1998; Dosemeci and Albers, 1996;
Dupont et al., 2003). Other factors the model does not account for in-
clude variations in the subcellular localisation of PP2B (reviewed in
Colbran, 2004) and CaMKII (Bayer et al., 2006) and the inhibitory ef-
fect of PP2B on CaMKII (reviewed in Groth et al., 2003). The latter
effect, if included, would increase the window of calcium concentra-
tions at which PP2B is preferably activated, enhancing the distinction
between PP2B and CaMKII activation. We believe, however, that our
model provides a valid and useful biophysical basis on which to de-
velop further models of synaptic plasticity mechanisms.
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4.4.4 Re-using the model

The model presented here is a mechanistic model of regulation of cal-
modulin activity by calcium, based on first principles and experimen-
tal biochemical and structural knowledge. Although fairly large, this
model could be reused in further quantitative models of signalling
pathways. For instance one could create a “module” that would only
take as inputs the concentrations of calcium, of calmodulin, and a
vector of triplets containing the concentration of a target, plus its
affinities for calmodulin R and T states. This module could then
be “plugged” into any model requiring calmodulin. Alternatively, a
more abstract version can easily be created by computing the propor-
tion of R, R1, R2, R3 and R4 as a function of calcium concentration,
and writing an assignment rule that computes the total concentration
of active calmodulin. In a similar fashion, an assignment rule can be
created which computes R̄ and Ȳ as a function of calcium concentra-
tion using the equations presented in chapter 3 on page 19.

Contributions

A modified version of this chapter has been published (Stefan et al.,
2008). I designed the model and simulations together with Nicolas Le
Novère and implemented it in COPASI. Stuart Edelstein and Nicolas
Le Novère helped me develop a strategy for parameter determination.
Stuart Edelstein helped me with constructing the free energy diagram
and with data analysis. All three of us wrote the publication together.
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L I G A N D D E P L E T I O N A N D C O O P E R A T I V I T Y

5.1 Introduction

Many biological processes are tightly regulated by cooperative protein-
protein or protein-ligand interactions involving multi-site proteins
that transduce signals via conformational isomerisation (Bray and
Duke, 2004; Changeux and Edelstein, 2005; Goldbeter and Koshland,
1981; Monod et al., 1965). Ultra-sensitivity in such processes occurs
through non-independent interactions of the sites (cooperativity). The
non-linear properties of an ultra-sensitive system define a dynamic
range of signal intensities for which the responses vary. Cooperativity
is generally evaluated by the Hill coefficient, nH (Hill, 1910), with nH

obtained as the slope of the Hill plot, log Ȳ
1−Ȳ versus log[X], where

Ȳ is the fractional occupancy of the binding site and [X] is the con-
centration of ligand (Edelstein, 1971; Monod et al., 1965). The value
of nH provides an empirical index of cooperativity: its upper limit
is the number of interacting sites and it is directly related to non-
cooperative systems, because for a monomeric protein with a single
site, nH = 1. Application of the Hill coefficient has been used to
characterise many cooperative biological processes. However, for con-
formational isomerisation of a multi-site protein, nH is not a reliable
measure of cooperativity. This is illustrated with classical studies on
the allosteric enzyme aspartate transcarbamylase (ATCase).

5.1.1 Example: ATCase

Following the formulation of the two-state MWC model (Monod et al.,
1965), it was recognised that under certain conditions, the graphs for
ligand binding (Ȳ) and change of conformational state (R̄) as a func-
tion of ligand concentration would not overlap (Rubin and Changeux,
1966). In a classic study, the direct binding of succinate (Ȳ) was com-
pared to succinate-dependent conformational change (R̄) (Changeux

55
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and Rubin, 1968; Gerhart and Schachman, 1968). ATCase was initially
characterised as a tetramer, but later studies revealed a hexamer (We-
ber, 1968; Wiley and Lipscomb, 1968) and subsequent structural stud-
ies have thoroughly characterised the two hexameric conformational
states, T and R, and their concerted interconversion (Fetler et al., 2007;
Kantrowitz and Lipscomb, 1990). Using the parameters of the MWC
model established for the binding and conformational state data on
the basis of four sites, the theoretical curves were recalculated with
six sites, as presented in figure 12 on page 63 (solid lines). Under the
experimental conditions employed, the curve for R̄ is substantially
to the left of the curve for Ȳ, which constitutes strong evidence of a
conformational equilibrium pre-existing to ligand binding (Changeux
and Rubin, 1968). The Hill coefficients were determined at 50 % for
both the Ȳ and R̄ curves. While the value of nH = 1.24 for Ȳ is a
reliable measure of cooperativity, the value of nH = 1.12 for R̄ dra-
matically underestimates its cooperativity.

5.2 Introducing a new index of cooperativity

5.2.1 Equivalent monomer

In order to establish the true cooperativity in systems with confor-
mational isomerisation, the reference state should be the equivalent
monomer, characterised by the same intrinsic affinities for ligand of
the R and T states as the protein. The equivalent monomer is defined
as follows: Its affinity for the ligand in each state is the geometric
mean of the affinities of all binding sites in that respective state:

KR
em = n

√
KR

1 KR
2 . . . KR

n (5.1)

KT
em = n

√
KT

1 KT
2 . . . KT

n (5.2)
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where n is the number of ligand binding sites of the protein. As a
consequence, cem is the geometric mean of all individual c values for
each binding site:

cem = n
√

c1c2 . . . cn (5.3)

The allosteric isomerisation constant for the equivalent monomer,
λ, is related to that of the full protein by

λ = n
√

L (5.4)

This reflects the fact that the energy of isomerisation is divided by
the number of subunits.

Hence, ligand binding (Ȳ∗) and conformational transition (R̄∗) for
the equivalent monomer can be expressed, respectively, as follows:

Ȳ∗ =
[X]
KR

em
+ λcem

[X]
KR

em(
1 + [X]

KR
em

)
+ λ

(
1 + cem

[X]
KR

em

) (5.5)

R̄∗ =
1

1 + λΩem
(5.6)

with Ωem =
1+cem

[X]
KR

em

1+ [X]
KR

em

, [X] the concentration of ligand, and all other

variables as defined above.

Case of identical binding sites

If all binding sites are identical, this means that the ligand affinity of
the equivalent monomer is the same as for each individual binding
site on the original protein. The same holds for cem and, of course,
KR

em. Hence, Ωem = Ω. We can now examine the intersection between
the curves for conformational transition of the protein (R̄) and its
equivalent monomer (R̄∗), i. e. the point where R̄ = R̄∗.
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R̄ = R̄∗

1
1+LΩn = 1

1+λΩ
1

1+(λΩ)n = 1
1+λΩ

1 + λΩ = 1 + (λΩ)n

λΩ = 1

λ = 1
Ω

This provides an alternative definition of λ for proteins with iden-
tical binding sites: It equals the value of 1

Ω where the protein and its
equivalent monomer cross. At this point then,

R̄∗ = 1
1+λΩ =

= 1
2 = R̄

(5.7)

Hence, R̄ and R̄∗ cross exactly at half-saturation. Note that this only
holds for proteins in which all binding sites are identical. For reasons
of simplicity, the analytical calculations in the next sections are only
performed for proteins with identical binding sites. The case of non-
identical binding sites will, however, be kept in mind and an example
will be presented later (see section 5.2.5 on page 64).

5.2.2 Hill coefficients for the equivalent monomer

In order for the Hill coefficient to be a reliable measure of cooperati-
vity, we would expect it to be equal to 1 for the equivalent monomer.
If we look at ligand binding, this is indeed the case:

Ȳ∗
1−Ȳ∗ =

[X]
KR +λc [X]

KR

1+ [X]
KR +λ(1+c [X]

KR )

1+ [X]
KR +λ(1+c [X]

KR )− [X]
KR −λc [X]

KR

1+ [X]
KR +λ(1+c [X]

KR )

=

=
[X]
KR +λc [X]

KR

1+ [X]
KR +λ+λc [X]

KR−
[X]
KR−λc [X]

KR
=

[X]
KR +λc [X]

KR
1+λ
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d log
(

Ȳ∗
1−Ȳ∗

)
d log[X] = d

d log[X] log
( [X]

KR +λc [X]
KR

1+λ

)
=

= d
d log[X] log

(
[X] 1+λc

KR(1+λ)

)
=

= d
d log[X]

(
log[X] + log 1+λc

KR(1+λ)

)
=

= d
d log[X] log[X] = 1

However, computing the Hill coefficient for R̄∗ gives a different
result:

R̄∗

1− R̄∗
=

1
1+λΩ

1+λΩ−1
1+λΩ

=
1

λΩ

d
d log[X] log R̄∗

1−R̄∗ = d
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( 1
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= d
d log[X] log 1− d

d log[X] log λ− d
d log[X] log Ω =
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d log[X] log 1
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= Ω d
d log[X]
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Ω
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)
Defining log[X] := a, we get

d
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This expression is positive since c < 1.
A higher limit for this expression can be estimated as follows:
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[X]
KR−c [X]

KR

(1+ [X]
KR )(1+c [X]

KR )
<

[X]
KR

(1+ [X]
KR )(1+c [X]

KR )
<

<
[X]
KR

1+ [X]
KR

< 1

Thus, the Hill coefficient for the equivalent monomer is always
smaller than one, meaning that it systematically underestimates the
cooperativity of conformational change. Moreover, the Hill coefficient
does not vary with the intrinsic parameter of the conformational iso-
merisation, L (Karlin, 1967). This indicates that the Hill coefficient is
not suitable as a measure of cooperativity for conformational isomeri-
sation of an allosteric protein. We have therefore replaced the Hill
analysis for conformational isomerisation by a new cooperativity in-
dex, ν, based on the ratio of the derivatives of functions for R̄ and
R̄∗.

5.2.3 Deriving ν

The derivative of R̄ can be computed as follows:

dR̄
d[X] = d

d[X]
1

1+LΩn =

= − 1
(1+LΩn)2

d
d[X] (1 + LΩn) =

= − 1
(1+LΩn)2 nLΩn−1 d

d[X] Ω =

= − nLΩn−1

(1+LΩn)2
d

d[X]
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c−1

(1+ [X]
KR )2KR

= nLΩn−1(1−c)
(1+LΩn)2(1+ [X]

KR )2KR

In a similar manner, the derivative of R̄∗ can be computed as fol-
lows:

dR̄∗
d[X] = d

d[X]
1

1+λΩ =

= − 1
(1+λΩ)2

d
d[X] (1 + λΩ) =

= − λ
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KR )2KR
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The true cooperativity or amplification of the signal reflected by
the properties of R̄ can then be obtained by a new parameter, repre-
sented by the coefficient ν and calculated from the ratio of the two
derivatives above:

ν =
dR̄

d[X]
dR̄∗
d[X]

(5.8)

This simplifies to:

ν =
n(1 + λΩ)2(λΩ)n−1

(1 + (λΩ)n)2 (5.9)

For a monomer (n = 1), it is easy to see that ν = 1. The coeffi-
cient ν thus gives the cooperativity of conformational change of the
oligomer in a manner analogous to nH (the Hill coefficient) for the
binding function (Ȳ), which describes cooperativity with respect to a
monomer that in every case displays a value of nH = 1.

In order to estimate the range of ν, we first look at the cases where
λΩ < 1 or λΩ > 1 (note that λΩ is always positive). If two constants
a and b are both greater than one or both smaller than one, then the
following inequality holds:

1 + ab > a + b

In our case, for any exponent n > 1, if λΩ > 1, so are (λΩ)n+1

and (λΩ)n−1. And likewise, if 0 < λΩ < 1, then this also holds for
(λΩ)n+1 and (λΩ)n−1. Therefore, we can apply the above inequality
and obtain:
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(λΩ)n−1 + (λΩ)n+1 < 1 + (λΩ)n−1 (λΩ)n+1

(λΩ)n−1 + (λΩ)n+1 < 1 + (λΩ)2n

(λΩ)n−1 + 2 (λΩ)n + (λΩ)n+1 < 1 + 2 (λΩ)n + (λΩ)2n

(1 + 2λΩ + (λΩ)2) (λΩ)n−1 < (1 + (λΩ)n)2

(1 + λΩ)2 (λΩ)n−1 < (1 + (λΩ)n)2

(1+λΩ)2(λΩ)n−1

(1+(λΩ)n)2 < 1

ν < n

Therefore, ν is always smaller than n when λΩ 6= 1. If λΩ = 1,
then ν = n, as can be seen from equation 5.9 on the previous page.
As seen before, λΩ = 1 where both R̄ and R̄∗ reach half-maximal
activation. In other words, for a multi-site protein that undergoes a
concerted conformational transition, as defined by the MWC model
(Monod et al., 1965), the maximal cooperativity is always equivalent
to the number of ligand-binding sites present and may be grossly un-
derestimated on the basis of the Hill coefficient. This property reflects
the absolute linkage, or infinite junctional energy, between binding
sites in the MWC framework (Duke et al., 2001).

Again, the property that the maximal cooperativity is always equal
to the number of binding sites only holds for proteins with identical
binding sites. If binding sites are different, this is not necessarily the
case, as will be seen in the example of calmodulin below.

5.2.4 Application to the ATCase example

Considering again the case of ATCase as an example, it can be ob-
served that with respect to ligand binding, the curves for Ȳ and Ȳ∗

are similar and characterised by Hill coefficients of nH = 1.241 and
nH = 1.000, respectively. In contrast, the R̄∗ curve, with a Hill coeffi-
cient of nH = 0.19 is much less cooperative, as shown in figure 12 on
the facing page.

Applying our new method to ATCase by calculating the derivative
functions for R̄ = R̄∗ = 0.5, the values of the derivatives are 0.710 and
0.118, respectively, with a ratio of 6.0. Therefore, the revised analysis
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Figure 12: Ligand binding and conformational change in ATCase. Curves
for R̄ and R̄∗ (in blue) and Ȳ and Ȳ∗ (in red) as a function of
succinate concentration (in M); the curves for R̄∗ and Ȳ∗ are
dashed. While curves for R̄ and R̄∗ cross at [succinate]50 (defined
by [succinate]50 = KR λ−1

1−λc ) with a value of 0.5 at this point (see
equation 5.7 on page 58), the curves for Ȳ and Ȳ∗ cross at the same
succinate concentration, but their value is Ȳ = Ȳ∗ = λ+λc(λ−1)−1

2λ(1−c) ,

which only equals 0.5 for λ =
√

1
c . For the conditions of this

figure, Ȳ = Ȳ∗ = 0.19 at the cross point. The original analysis
based on the MWC model with four subunits used the values of
KR = 4.75× 10−4 M, L = 4 and c = 0.001 (Changeux and Ru-
bin, 1968). The model was re-analysed by generating theoretical
curves with the original parameters for a tetramer and perform-
ing a least-squares fit to obtain the best parameters for the hex-
amer, resulting in a change of the value of c to 0.26, when KR and
L were unchanged.
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Figure 13: New measure of cooperativity for ATCase based on equivalent
monomer. Values of ν in black corresponding to the right ordinate
and values of the derivatives dR̄

d[X] and dR̄∗
d[X] in blue corresponding

to the left ordinate, with the latter as a dashed curve.

of ATCase illustrates that the true cooperativity at R̄ = 0.5 for a pro-
tein with identical binding sites is maximal and equal to the number
of binding sites, n.

5.2.5 Example with non-identical binding sites: calmodulin

An example of a protein with non-identical ligand binding sites is
calmodulin. Calmodulin exists as a relatively small monomer, but
with four calcium binding sites. An analysis based on the MWC
model has recently been presented (Stefan et al., 2008) (see chap-
ter 4 on page 31). For this study, an equivalent monomer for cal-
modulin was constructed as described above; the full list of param-
eters is given in table 5 on page 66. Analysis was carried out us-
ing python (http://www.python.org/); a flowchart of operations is
seen in figure 14 on the next page. Results were plotted using grace
(http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/).

http://www.python.org/
http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/
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Figure 14: Flowchart for simple cooperativity calculations, used for the cal-
modulin model. The programme calculates R̄, R̄∗, their respective
derivatives, and ν at each calcium concentration in a given range,
and writes the results to an output file.
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full calmodulin

KR
A 8.32× 10−6 M

KR
B 1.66× 10−8 M

KR
C 1.74× 10−5 M

KR
D 1.45× 10−8 M

L 20670

equivalent monomer

KR
em 4.32× 10−7 M

λ 12

Table 5: Parameters used for calmodulin and its equivalent monomer. KR
i

and L for calmodulin as described in Chapter 4 on page 31, KR
em

and λ obtained as described above.

Figure 15 on the facing page shows R̄ both for full calmodulin and
for its equivalent monomer. Note that in this case, the two curves do
not cross at R̄ = 1

2 . In addition, the maximal cooperativity νmax is
not equal to the number of binding sites. In the case of calmodulin,
the maximal cooperativity νmax is 2.04. This is consistent with previ-
ous studies indicating that the organisation of calmodulin into two
globular domains might affect its cooperativity (Linse et al., 1991).
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Figure 15: R̄ for calmodulin and its equivalent monomer as a function of
calcium concentration. Calmodulin is shown in black, the equiv-
alent monomer in red. Note that the two curves do not cross at
R̄ = 1

2 . Calmodulin concentration used was 10−7 M.
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5.3 Ligand depletion

For various signal transduction systems, cooperativity can be modu-
lated by ligand depletion effects. Ligand depletion is significant for
concentrations of a receptor that are close to the dissociation constant
for its ligand, resulting in the free concentration of the ligand being
significantly below the total concentration that is the actual input sig-
nal. This effect can be particularly important under in vivo conditions,
where most proteins and dissociation constants are within the nano-
to micro-molar range. Using the new cooperativity index ν, we will
introduce a new measure for the effect of ligand depletion and illus-
trate the consequences of ligand depletion using calmodulin as an
example.

The new measure of the effect of ligand depletion, νapparent nor-
malises νmax using the ratio of two maximal slopes: The maximal
slope of R̄ with respect to total ligand and the maximal slope of R̄
with respect to free ligand.

νapparent = νmax

(
dR̄

d[X]total

)
max(

dR̄
d[X]free

)
max

(5.10)

Under undepleted conditions, νapparent = νmax; with increasing li-
gand depletion, νapparent will approach zero. νapparent therefore provides
a measure of the extent to which ligand depletion affects cooperati-
vity.

5.3.1 Ligand depletion for calmodulin

Calmodulin concentrations used for the model presented earlier (Ste-
fan et al., 2008) (Chapter 4 on page 31) were in the range of 10−7 M,
a concentration in which the effect of ligand depletion can presum-
ably be ignored. The in vivo concentration of calmodulin, however, is
about 5× 10−5 M in dendritic spines (Gamble and Koch, 1987). An
easy illustration of ligand depletion is to plot R̄ twice on the same
graph: Once as a function of total ligand concentration and once as
a function of free ligand concentration. If ligand depletion is negli-
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gible, both curves should coincide. The stronger the effect of ligand
depletion, the bigger the difference between the two curves.

The total ligand concentration was computed from the free ligand
concentration and calmodulin concentration using the formula

[X]total = Xfree + 4[CaM]Ȳ

As above, analyses were carried out using python (http://www.
python.org/) – a flowchart describing the script is shown in figure 16

on the following page – and results were plotted with grace (http:
//plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/).

Figure 18 on page 72 and figure 17 on page 71 show the differ-
ence between depleted and undepleted conditions. Note that, while
ligand depletion results in a decrease in cooperativity, it increases the
dynamic range of signal response (illustrated here by showing the
range of signal concentrations that elicit between 10 % and 90 % of
the maximal response).

Figure 19 on page 73 shows the effect of ligand depletion on νapparent:
With increasing calmodulin concentration, νapparent decreases, i. e. the
effect of ligand depletion on cooperativity is more pronounced.

Therefore, even for signalling systems with low cooperativity, li-
gand depletion effects can be important and ignoring such effects
can lead to biased interpretations.

http://www.python.org/
http://www.python.org/
http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/
http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/
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Figure 16: Flowchart for determining νapparent, used for the calmodulin mo-
del. The programme loops over calcium concentrations in a given
range to calculate νapparent at different calmodulin concentrations.
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Figure 17: R̄ without ligand depletion. This figure shows R̄ as a function of
free ligand concentration (black curve) and as a function of to-
tal ligand concentration (red curve) at a low calmodulin concen-
tration (10−7 M). Total and free ligand concentration are nearly
the same, so both curves for R̄ coincide. The box shows the dy-
namic range, defined here as the range of signal concentrations
that yield between 10 % and 90 % of the maximal response.
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Figure 18: R̄ under conditions of ligand depletion. This figure shows R̄ as a
function of free ligand concentration (black curve) and as a func-
tion of total ligand concentration (red curve) at a high calmodu-
lin concentration (1 × 10−5 M). Total and free ligand concentra-
tion are substantially different, so there is a shift between R̄ as a
function of free ligand concentration and R̄ as a function of total
ligand concentration. Boxes show the dynamic range of signal re-
sponse, as defined above, as a function of free (gray box) or total
(red box) ligand concentration.
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Figure 19: Effect of ligand depletion on calmodulin cooperativity. Each data
point represents νapparent for a given calmodulin concentration.
Note that νapparent = νmax at small concentrations of calmodulin,
but νapparent → 0 as calmodulin concentrations increase.
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5.4 Conclusions and discussion

The Hill coefficient may be an adequate measure for the cooperativity
of ligand binding, but it underestimates the cooperativity of confor-
mational change. We therefore propose an alternative index for co-
operativity, ν, based on the notion of a non-cooperative “equivalent
monomer”.

For proteins with identical subunits, this index is maximal and
equal to the number of subunits where the conformational transition
reaches half-saturation. Note that in other concentration regimes, ν is
smaller than νmax. In terms of biology, this means that the available
ligand concentration determines the cooperativity of ligand binding.
The same protein can thus show different cooperativity patterns in
different biological contexts, e. g. different tissues or different stages
of a biological process.

For proteins with non-identical binding sites, νmax is, in general,
smaller than the number of binding sites. Thus, for these proteins νmax

provides a measure for maximal cooperativity which is not obvious
from the number of binding sites.

Using the new index of cooperativity, ν, we have investigated the
effect of ligand depletion on the apparent cooperativity of a system
and show that while the apparent maximum cooperativity decreases,
the dynamic range of signal response widens under conditions of
ligand depletion. This is exemplified by calmodulin, where ligand
depletion is common under physiological conditions (Gamble and
Koch, 1987).

The concentration of most signalling proteins is not very different
from their dissociation constants, in the nano- to micro-molar range.
It is known that the available pools can be quickly modified by seg-
regation, inhibition or change in expression. We propose that the use
of ligand depletion could be a widespread mechanism for the cell to
quickly adapt non-linear properties and sensitivity ranges to evolving
environmental conditions.
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Contributions

A modified version of this chapter has been submitted for publication.
Stuart Edelstein and Nicolas Le Novère developed the definition of
the equivalent monomer and of ν. I performed all the algebraic deriva-
tions. Stuart Edelstein performed the analysis of ATCase. All three of
us worked on the problem of finding a measure for ligand deple-
tion. I wrote the python scripts in order to perform analysis on the
calmodulin model; Stuart Edelstein independently analysed the cal-
modulin model to allow for cross-validation. All three of us discussed
and analysed results and contributed to the manuscript.
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C O N C L U S I O N S : E X T E N D I N G A N D A P P L Y I N G
A L L O S T E R I C T H E O R Y

6.1 Generalised MWC framework

The classic version of the MWC framework (Monod et al., 1965) was
developed for proteins composed of identical subunits containing one
ligand binding site each. It is conceivable, however, that an MWC-
type mode of action is not confined to this very specific group of pro-
teins. First, one can imagine a protein made up of identical subunits
that contain more than one binding site each for a given ligand and
where two binding sites on the same subunit do not necessarily have
the same affinity. The binding sites can therefore be grouped into sets
of binding sites with the same affinity. Taking the abstraction a step
further, one could imagine that even a monomeric protein containing
several non-equivalent (or not necessarily equivalent) ligand binding
sites could be regulated in an MWC-type manner. Indeed, the mode
of regulation of calmodulin seems to be consistent with MWC-type
activation, as shown in chapter 4 on page 31.

Therefore, there is a need to extend and generalise the MWC frame-
work to cater for non-equivalent binding sites. The general MWC
framework presented in chapter 3 does just that. If the case of a pro-
tein with k different groups of m equivalent binding sites each is
regarded as the most general case, then two special cases can imme-
diately be derived from this: If m = 1, all binding sites are different, as
is the case with calmodulin. If k = 1, all binding sites are equivalent,
as in the classical MWC model.

It is interesting to note that in the case of calmodulin, the classical
MWC assumption that an allosteric protein is composed of identi-
cal protomers no longer holds. However, calmodulin still fulfils the
requirement of symmetry. (Interestingly, symmetry between binding
sites, with one low-affinity and one high-affinity site on each lobe
was not an assumption of the calmodulin model, but an emergent
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property.) What structural conditions a protein must fulfil in order
for the generalised allosteric model to be applicable to it is an issue
that could be further investigated in the future. It is sure, however,
that the generalisation presented here increases the set of proteins
that can be investigated under the MWC framework, potentially elu-
cidating mechanisms that have so far been poorly understood.

We have only but started to explore the consequences of a gener-
alised allosteric model and to formulate equations and rules pertain-
ing to it, and there is more exploration to be done in this field.

6.2 Conversion between frameworks

The advent of Systems Biology has revived interest in quantitative
descriptions in biology (reviewed in Kitano, 2002). Computer sys-
tems are well equipped to handle quantitative mathematical mod-
els of ever increasing complexity. At the same time, new measure-
ment techniques in the wetlab now allow for quantitative descrip-
tions (e. g. counting the number of molecules of one species in one
type of cell (Cheng et al., 2006)) where only coarse-grained “yes/no”-
type answers could be obtained in the past (reviewed in Kitano, 2002).
Quantitative descriptions allow for a different level of analysis, for
the detection of subtle changes, for the development and testing of
hypotheses, for validation and for fine-grained distinction between
alternative models.

Often, several alternative quantitative descriptions can be applied
to the same biological phenomenon, and the framework chosen for a
specific study will depend on the experimental or theoretical paradigm
used. For instance, experimentalists measuring ligand binding to a
protein often use the Adair-Klotz framework (Adair, 1925; Klotz, 1946),
while modellers concerned with the allosteric regulation of the same
protein might apply an MWC-type framework. With the increasing in-
terdisciplinarity found in modern biology, this multiplicity of frame-
works is likely to increase. It is, however, crucial that results are
shared between scientists working on the same system, to allow for
cross-validation and hypothesis testing. Therefore, there is a need for
methods of translating between frameworks, e. g. of converting char-
acteristic parameters of one framework into parameters of another.
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We have suggested one such conversion, from the characteristic pa-
rameters of a generalised MWC model into the apparent association
constants of an Adair-Klotz model in chapter 3 on page 19. This al-
lows allosteric theoreticians to compare the outcomes of their models
to experimental data. The calmodulin model presented in chapter 4

on page 31 gives an example of cross-validation using these conver-
sion equations. It is, in principle, also possible to use these conversion
equations for parameter determination.

The conversion equations are necessarily one-directional, because
they use (n + 2) parameters of a generalised MWC model (intrinsic
affinities for n binding sites, the allosteric isomerisation constant L
and the ratio of affinities between R and T state, c) to compute n
parameters of an Adair-Klotz equation (n apparent dissociation con-
stants). In the other direction, the system is, in general, underdeter-
mined, i. e. it is not possible to compute all parameters of an allosteric
model from the characteristic parameters of an Adair-Klotz model.
They can, however, be used to constrain parameter space, especially
in conjunction with additional information about the allosteric pro-
perties of a protein.

6.3 An allosteric model of calmodulin

The allosteric model of calmodulin presented in chapter 4 on page 31

uses the generalised MWC framework presented in chapter 3 on
page 19. It is the first model that reconciles various experimental ob-
servations that have been made with respect to calmodulin function,
notably the activity of sub-saturated forms of calmodulin (Huang
et al., 1981; Kincaid and Vaughan, 1986; Shifman et al., 2006), the in-
crease in calcium-affinity in the presence of targets (Burger et al., 1983;
Olwin et al., 1984; Shifman et al., 2006), and the different affinities of
different calcium binding sites (Crouch and Klee, 1980). Importantly,
it also reproduces the preferential activation of PP2B at low calcium
levels and of CaMKII at high calcium levels, thereby providing a pos-
sible molecular explanation for the Lisman hypothesis. The model
also provides testable predictions which are amenable to experimen-
tal investigations.
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6.3.1 Conceptual simplicity

With its wealth of reaction equations, the calmodulin model might
seem overly – and maybe unnecessarily – complicated at first sight
and the question might arise whether the characteristics of calmodu-
lin could not be explained by means of a simpler model. I will argue,
however, that the model presented here is indeed quite simple. This
becomes obvious if the model is thought of as a set of rules, rather
than a system of reaction equations. The set of rules can be written as
follows:

• For any binding site, if it is not occupied, then calcium can bind
to it with forward binding rate kon.

• If binding site i is occupied, calcium can dissociate from it. The
rate of calcium dissociation from binding site i in the R state is
kR

off i
(for i ∈ {A, B, C, D}).

• Dissociation rates for the T state equal dissociation rates for the
R state multiplied by c.

• If no calcium is bound, transitions from the R to the T state
proceed with a rate of kRT, and transitions from the T to the R
state with a rate of kTR; the ratio of these rates equals L.

• If i calcium ions are bound, transitions from the R to the T state
proceed with a rate of kRT ×

√
ci, and transitions from the T to

the R state with a rate of kTR√
ci , with 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

• CaMKII binds to the R state with an association rate of kR
onCaMKII

and dissociates with a rate of kR
off CaMKII

.

• PP2B binds to the R state with an association rate of kR
onPP2B

and
dissociates with a rate of kR

off PP2B
.

• If calmodulin is bound to either CaMKII or PP2B, there is no
transition to the T state, but calcium binding and dissociation
are not affected.

Seeing these rules, it is clear that the calmodulin model is conceptu-
ally quite simple. The large number of reaction equations arises from
the need to enumerate every single possible combination of these
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rules – a problem called “combinatorial explosion”, which will be ad-
dressed in Part 2 of this thesis (see chapter 7 on page 87). In fact, the
model can be thought of as a simple allosteric model for a two-state
protein with four different binding sites, as described in chapter 3.
The simplicity is reflected in the small number of parameters required
for the model and in the fact that very few ad hoc assumptions have
to be made. For instance, the intrinsic affinity of calcium for binding
site A in the R state is always the same, no matter whether or not
the other binding sites are occupied. The observed cooperativity of
calcium binding to calmodulin is an emergent property arising from
the presence of two states; there is no need to modify the intrinsic
association constants. In this sense, this model is very simple and it
is, indeed, hard to imagine a simpler one that could account for all
the properties of calmodulin mentioned above. Although simplicity
in itself is, obviously, not a criterion by which to assess the value of
a model, it is widely believed that out of two models with the same
explanatory power, the one that makes the smallest number of ad hoc
assumptions is the better one. This principle – known as “Ockham’s
razor” – has received support from Bayesian statistics (Jefferys and
Berger, 1991).

6.3.2 Re-using the model

An Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) file for the calmo-
dulin model has been deposited in BioModels Database (Le Novère
et al., 2006) with Model ID BIOMD0000000183 (http://www.ebi.ac.
uk/biomodels-main/publ-model.do?mid=BIOMD0000000183). This can,
in principle, be re-used and plugged into bigger models of postsynap-
tic signalling. However, for modellers only interested in the values of
Ȳ and R̄ at a given calcium concentration, the full list of reactions
is probably not necessary. Both R̄ and Ȳ at a given calcium concen-
tration can be computed directly using the model parameters listed
in chapter 4 and the generalised MWC equations presented in chap-
ter 3 on page 19. Indeed, this is exactly the approach that was taken
in chapter 5 on page 55 to assess the effects of ligand depletion on
calmodulin activation.

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/publ-model.do?mid=BIOMD0000000183
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/publ-model.do?mid=BIOMD0000000183
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6.4 Cooperativity revisited

While being an adequate measure for the cooperativity of ligand bin-
ding, the Hill coefficient is not suitable for estimating the coopera-
tivity of conformational change in an allosteric protein, because it
systematically underestimates it. Since conformational change is asso-
ciated with changes in activity (e. g. in affinities for a given substrate),
the Hill coefficient underestimates the cooperativity of activation it-
self. This is why a new measure for cooperativity is required.

We introduce a new measure of cooperativity based on the notion
of an “equivalent monomer”, which is defined by its affinity (the ge-
ometric mean of the affinities for each binding site of the protein)
and allosteric isomerisation constant (the nth root of L of the protein,
where n is the number of ligand binding sites). If all binding sites
are identical, this definition is equivalent to fractional conformational
change for the protein (R̄) and its equivalent monomer (R̄∗) reach-
ing half their maxima at the same ligand concentration. Importantly,
however, this is not the case for proteins with non-identical binding
sites.

The new measure for cooperativity we present, ν, uses the concept
of the “equivalent monomer”. For proteins with n identical binding
sites, ν is maximal and exactly equal to the number of binding sites
where the conformational change reaches half saturation. This is a
direct consequence of how ν is defined, assuming absolute linkage
between binding sites. However, at ligand concentrations other than
the ones required for half-maximal saturation, ν is smaller than the
number of binding sites, so calculating ν yields novel information
about cooperativity at a given ligand concentration.

For proteins with non-equivalent ligand binding sites, νmax is smaller
than the number of binding sites, and computing both ν at a given
concentration and νmax yields important insights into cooperative mech-
anisms within the protein. This is a first theoretical result about pro-
teins within a generalised allosteric model, as presented in chapter 3

on page 19. In terms of biology, this new measure for cooperativity
has allowed us to further explore the activation of calmodulin and
consequences of the model presented in chapter 4 on page 31.
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6.5 Ligand depletion as a way to modulate sensitivity

Very often, a system needs to respond to a precise intensity of input.
In effect the cell implements a thresholding function, transforming a
linear increase of signal into a "sigmoidal" curve. This is mostly done
through various forms and mechanisms of ultrasensitivity (Goldbeter
and Koshland, 1984; Koshland et al., 1982). One way to achieve ul-
trasensitivity in signalling systems is to use allosteric proteins. They
effectively feature a "built-in" cooperative system based on multiple
binding sites for regulators. Using the new measure for cooperativity
presented in chapter 5 on page 55, we have investigated the effects of
ligand depletion on the sensitivity of signal response. We show that
ligand depletion reduces the cooperativity, but increases the dynamic
range of signal response. This suggests that the modulation of protein
concentration might be an effective measure to modulate sensitivity
in biological systems.
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C O M B I N A T O R I A L E X P L O S I O N A N D S T O C H A S T I C
M O D E L L I N G

7.1 CaMKII: a multi-state protein

CaMKII is a protein that can adopt multiple possible states. As ex-
plained earlier (see Chapter 1 on page 1), each subunit of a CaMKII
holoenzyme can adopt two structural conformations: Open (active)
and closed (inactive). Each subunit can bind to calmodulin, which
stabilises the open state (Hanley et al., 1988), we can thus distinguish
between CaMKII subunits in a “calmodulin-free” and a “calmodulin-
bound” state. Each subunit can be phosphorylated on various residues,
of which Thr286 and Thr306 have been shown to be functionally rele-
vant, with phosphorylation at Thr286 conferring autonomous activity
(Hanson et al., 1994) and an increase in calmodulin affinity (Meyer
et al., 1992), while phosphorylation at Thr306 provides a possible de-
sensitisation mechanism by preventing calmodulin binding (Patton
et al., 1990; Colbran, 1993). Depending on what aspects of CaMKII
function one is investigating, other possible states of a subunit (for
instance, NMDA receptor-bound or NMDA receptor-free) or of the
whole holoenzyme (e. g. within the PSD or outside the PSD) become
relevant.

7.2 Combinatorial explosion

Complex multistate proteins such as CaMKII confront modellers with
the problem of combinatorial explosion (reviewed in Hlavacek et al.,
2003), if each of the possible states is to be modelled explicitly. Imag-
ine a very simple model of a single CaMKII subunit that can only
open or close and be phosphorylated at Thr306. Such a model would
have to include four species of CaMKII: open and phosphorylated,
open and not phosphorylated, closed and phosphorylated, closed
and not phosphorylated. Each additional state flag multiplies the
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number of possible species by two. For a monomer with n binary
state flags, there are 2n possible combinations. As seen in the last
paragraph, even a fairly simple model of CaMKII function would in-
clude at least four or five state flags per subunit, i. e. 24 or 30 state
flags per hexameric ring. A modelling regime where each possible
state configuration of a molecule needs to be explicitly enumerated
would thus have to list at least 224 species, that is more than 16 mil-
lion, and all the reactions involving one of these species. This is why
modelling approaches in which all possible pools of entities – even
if empty – have to be created and defined cannot be applied to com-
plex multistate molecules. New modelling approaches therefore focus
on reducing combinatorial complexity using different methods. Rule-
based modelling systems (reviewed in Hlavacek et al., 2006) take re-
action rules rather than reactions as input and generate reactions at
runtime. (A rule-based description of the calmodulin model has been
briefly discussed in chapter 6 on page 77.) In contrast, agent-based
modelling systems define reactions that apply to sets of entities, con-
tingent on some state flags, but not necessarily all of them. In the
CaMKII case, an example of such a reaction would be: “A CaMKII
subunit can undergo phosphorylation at Thr306 if it is not bound
to calmodulin.” This effectively bundles all species of CaMKII that
can undergo phosphorylation at Thr306 (i. e. all species that are not
bound to calmodulin, regardless of the respective states of the other
flags) into one group and defines a reaction applicable to each mem-
ber of this group. In this work, I have used the agent-based stochastic
simulator StochSim (Le Novère and Shimizu, 2001), which will be
described in the following section.

7.3 Stochastic modelling

Models based on differential equations rely on two fundamental as-
sumptions about the system in question: That it is continuous and
that it is deterministic, or at least, that it can be approximated as a
continuous and deterministic system. For chemical reactions in small
biological compartments neither of these assumption is automatically
fulfilled: The very small numbers of molecules mean that every ob-
served change is necessarily stepwise and thus discrete. Molecules
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move around and interact in a stochastic manner, which is not aver-
aged out if the entity pools involved are small (reviewed in Tolle and
Le Novère, 2006). In these cases, stochastic modelling frameworks are
a useful alternative. The most widely known stochastic algorithm for
chemical reactions is the Gillespie algorithm (Gillespie, 1977), which
changes the composition of entity pools through a progression of ran-
dom reaction events, the probability of which is computed from re-
action rates and molecule numbers. The drawback of the Gillespie
algorithm is that it operates on entity pools which need to be ex-
plicitly defined – even if empty – and is thus incapable of avoiding
combinatorial explosion for multi-state molecules (reviewed in Tolle
and Le Novère, 2006).

StochSim (Le Novère and Shimizu, 2001) avoids the problem of
combinatorial complexity by operating on individual entities, rather
than pools of entities. Each molecule is represented as a separate soft-
ware object, which means that empty species pools do not have to
be represented at all. In StochSim, a number of binary state flags
can be assigned to a given species. Specific configurations of state
flags can alter the probability of reactions (including preventing a
reaction altogether or triggering it with a probability of 1), and the
outcome of a reaction can include changing one or more flags (the
reaction “Calmodulin binds to CaMKII”, for instance, would set the
flag “calmodulin-bound” to 1). Moreover, entities can be arranged in
geometric arrays (for instance, CaMKII subunits can be arranged in a
ring of six), and reactions can be “neighbour-sensitive”, i. e. the prob-
ability of a reaction for a given entity is affected by the value of a
state flag on a neighbouring entity. These properties make StochSim
the ideal software tool to model CaMKII.

In order to model dodecamers of CaMKII (see chapter 9 on page 109),
I had to slightly modify the StochSim code in order to allow for
two-dimensional arrays that are toroidal in one dimension (to rep-
resent hexameric rings), but not toroidal in the other dimension (to
represent dimeric interactions between adjacent rings). The modified
version of StochSim was also used in the model of calmodulin trap-
ping by CaMKII (chapter 8 on page 91) and can be downloaded from
http://sourceforge.net/projects/stochsim/.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/stochsim/
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7.4 Contents of the following chapters

Chapter 8 on the next page investigates the phenomenon of calmo-
dulin trapping by CaMKII (Meyer et al., 1992). Structural modelling
and stochastic simulations are combined to investigate alternative hy-
potheses about the underlying mechanism. I show that the standard
model of CaMKII activation, in which there is one binding site for
calmodulin on each subunit and calmodulin binding is sufficient for
CaMKII activation, cannot reproduce trapping. Building on recent ex-
perimental results by Tse et al. (2007), I propose an alternative model
with two calmodulin binding sites per subunit, where calmodulin bin-
ding to one site is sufficient to stabilise the active state, but binding
to the other site does not affect CaMKII activity. This model can in-
deed reproduce calmodulin trapping and can be used to explore the
biological functions of trapping.

While chapter 8 on the facing page has investigated hexameric
rings of CaMKII, chapter 9 on page 109 goes a step further by in-
vestigating the whole CaMKII dodecamer. While interactions within a
hexameric ring have been well characterised in the past (Hanson et al.,
1994; Mukherji and Soderling, 1994), little is known about potential
interactions between adjacent subunits on different rings. In particu-
lar, while it is clear how autophosphorylation at Thr286 can spread
between subunits on the same ring, it is not fully understood how –
or whether – phosphorylation at Thr286 can spread between rings on
a holoenzyme. I construct a stochastic model of CaMKII that includes
the formation of a coiled-coil between two adjacent subunits on dif-
ferent rings (based on the structural model of CaMKII published by
Rosenberg et al. (2005)) and show that such a mechanism would al-
low CaMKII activation to exhibit cooperativity, not just within one
ring but between two rings.
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8.1 Introduction

Upon phosphorylation at Thr286, CaMKII displays an increased ap-
parent affinity for calmodulin, a phenomenon referred to as “cal-
modulin trapping” (Meyer et al., 1992). Since calmodulin trapping
increases the lifetime of the CaMKII-calmodulin complex, it might
be a means of transforming a short, transient calcium signal into a
longer-lasting effect. This could serve as a basis for calcium frequency
detection: At low frequencies, trapped calmodulin would dissociate
between two spikes, at higher frequencies, it would remain bound to
CaMKII and hence enhance its activity (Meyer et al., 1992). This might
be an important mechanism in frequency-dependent LTP. More im-
portantly, calmodulin binding to CaMKII precludes autophosphory-
lation of CaMKII at Thr306, and vice versa (Patton et al., 1990; Col-
bran, 1993). Thus, calmodulin trapping might be a way of preventing
CaMKII desensitisation.

Experimental evidence suggests that the change in apparent affin-
ity seen in trapping consists of a reduction in (apparent) dissociation
rate, while the rate of binding between CaMKII and calmodulin re-
mains unchanged (Meyer et al., 1992). A recent paper (Tse et al., 2007)
suggests that each CaMKII subunit has two binding sites for calmodu-
lin that have different affinities, and that calmodulin trapping might
be a result of this.

We used docking and molecular dynamics approaches as well as
stochastic modelling to investigate binding of calmodulin to different
conformations of CaMKII. We show that the structures of CaMKII
and calmodulin are consistent with the existence of two binding sites,
as proposed by Tse et al. (2007). We further show that a two-binding-
site model where calmodulin binding to one of the sites is compatible
with CaMKII inactivation is sufficient to explain trapping. A corre-
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sponding model with only one binding site, however, fails to repro-
duce calmodulin trapping.

8.2 Structural model of calmodulin trapping

8.2.1 Modelling approach

Structural modelling was performed using Modeller (Šali and Blun-
dell, 1993) and Amber (Case et al., 2002). We used the structure of au-
toinhibited CaMKII reported by Rosenberg et al. (2005) (PDB: 2BDW)
and the structure of calmodulin bound to the inhibitory helix of
CaMKII reported by Wall et al. (1997) (PDB:1CM1). In order to mo-
del calmodulin binding to non-inhibited CaMKII, the structure of
CaMKII was modified by omitting structural information regarding
the loop between main kinase structure and inhibitory helix, allowing
movement of the helix away from the catalytic domain. The resulting
structure was then used as a template to which calmodulin was fit-
ted. Using this structure, we modelled calmodulin binding to the two
binding domains on the autoinhibitory helix proposed by Tse et al.
(2007): the low affinity binding domain within residues 298–312 and
the high affinity binding domain within residues 291–312.

8.2.2 Results

Modes of calmodulin binding to high- and low-affinity sites

Structural modelling revealed that, in principle, binding of calmodu-
lin to the supposed high-affinity binding site is possible, but only if
there is at least some opening of the CaMKII subunit (see figure 20b
on the facing page). In contrast, binding to the low-affinity site seems
to be sterically compatible with closure of the inhibitory helix ( 20a on
the next page) (as well as with the open state required for calmodulin
binding to the high-affinity site). This suggests that binding of calmo-
dulin to the low-affinity site is independent of the opening status of
a CaMKII subunit, while binding to the high-affinity site requires the
subunit to be open.
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(a) low-affinity binding.

(b) high-affinity binding.

Figure 20: Structural model of calmodulin binding to CaMKII. Top: calmo-
dulin binding to the low-affinity site. Bottom: calmodulin binding
to the high-affinity site. Calmodulin is shown in red, CaMKII in
grey, and the autophosphorylation site at Thr286 in teal.
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Modelling calmodulin binding to the high-affinity domain included
the interaction between phenylalanine residue 293 (Phe293) on CaMKII
and glutamate residue 120 (Glu120) and methionine residue 124 (Met124)
on calmodulin, previously shown to be crucial for calmodulin trap-
ping (Singla et al., 2001).

The structural model also indicates that, although there are two
binding sites for calmodulin on each CaMKII subunit, no more than
one calmodulin molecule can be bound at the time. All of these ob-
servations were used in the construction of the stochastic model of
CaMKII, which is described below.

8.3 Stochastic model of calmodulin trapping

8.3.1 Model setup

A diagram of the reaction scheme used in the stochastic model can
be found in figure 21 on the facing page. Stochastic simulations were
performed using StochSim (Le Novère and Shimizu, 2001).

CaMKII is modelled as a hexamer. Each subunit of the hexamer
can open and close, become phosphorylated at Thr306 and Thr286,
and bind to calmodulin in two modes: one low-affinity mode and
one high-affinity mode. A list of flags for each subunit is given in
table 6. The open form is assumed to be active. Since phosphoryla-
tion at Thr306 is an intra-subunit autophosphorylation, it can only
happen if CaMKII is open. The phosphorylation at this residue, how-
ever, does not preclude CaMKII from closing again. For structural
reasons, Thr306 phosphorylation and calmodulin binding to either

flag name description

open open (active)
P286 phosphorylated at Thr286

P306 phosphorylated at Thr306

calm bound to calmodulin (at either binding site)
ha bound to calmodulin at the high-affinity binding site

Table 6: List of state flags for the model of calmodulin trapping by CaMKII.
All flags affect CaMKII and can be either 1 or 0.
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Figure 21: Model of calmodulin trapping. For clarity, only one monomeric
subunit is shown. In the actual model, six such subunits form
an array, and autophosphorylation at Thr286 of one subunit is
dependent on the neighbouring subunit being open.

state are mutually exclusive, because both binding domains include
residue Thr306. Since Thr286 is located at the “hinge” between the
main kinase structure and the autoinhibitory domain, Thr286 phos-
phorylation is only possible in the open state, and the kinase remains
open once phosphorylated at Thr286. Autophosphorylation at Thr286

is neighbour-sensitive: A subunit can only be phosphorylated at this
residue if its neighbouring subunit is open. Phosphorylation can be
reversed by phosphatase action, in this case by PP1. In line with re-
sults of the structural model presented above, binding of calmodulin
to the high-affinity binding sites precludes closing of a CaMKII sub-
unit. Binding of calmodulin to the low-affinity site, in contrast, is com-
patible with closing. Calmodulin can bind directly to the low-affinity
or to the high-affinity site or slide along the helix from the low-affinity
to the high-affinity binding site or back. The reaction here called “slid-
ing” is actually a placeholder for an unknown mechanism (or a set of
unknown mechanisms) by which binding of a calmodulin molecule
to the high-affinity site is in some way facilitated if that same calmo-
dulin molecule is already bound to the low-affinity binding site on
the same helix. A possible candidate for such a mechanism is confor-
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mational change of calmodulin bound to the low-affinity site, which
would allow it to move along the helix and bind to the high-affinity
site, as suggested by Tse et al. (2007). Another possibility is that if a
calmodulin molecule dissociates from the low-affinity site, the local
effective calmodulin concentration in the immediate neighbourhood
increases, which makes binding to the high-affinity binding site on
the same helix more likely. It is impossible to distinguish between
those two (and possible other) mechanisms; the sliding reaction is
therefore a purely phenomenological one, taking CaMKII with cal-
modulin bound to the low-affinity site as a substrate and CaMKII
with calmodulin bound to the high-affinity site as a product. A full
list of reactions is given in appendix 11 on page 147.

8.3.2 Parameter determination

For most parameters, values can be found in the literature. Other
parameters were estimated or computed as described below. A full
list of parameters is given in table 7 on page 98.

Binding of calmodulin to the high-affinity site

In order to estimate parameters for binding of calmodulin to the high-
affinity site, I constructed a minimal model of interactions between a
CaMKII peptide and calmodulin with COPASI (Hoops et al., 2006).
The model was constructed so as to reproduce experiments on calmo-
dulin binding to CaMKII fragments of different length performed by
Tse et al. (2007). It contains only six reactions, namely direct binding
of calmodulin to the low-affinity binding site, direct binding of cal-
modulin to the high-affinity binding site and sliding of calmodulin
between high- and low-affinity sites (and the respective backwards
reactions). The affinity of calmodulin for the low-affinity binding site
was 5.9× 10−6 M, corresponding to the low-affinity peptide used by
Tse et al. (2007). A forward rate of 4.2× 106 M−1s−1 was chosen for cal-
modulin binding (Meyer et al., 1992). The calmodulin concentration
used in this model was 10−5 M and the concentration of CaMKII pep-
tide was 10−4 M, corresponding to the experimental concentrations
used by Tse et al. (2007). Since “sliding” is actually a combination
of possible mechanisms, parameters for this reaction are difficult to
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obtain. I have assumed that sliding is an intrinsically symmetrical pro-
cess, i. e. that once dissociated from one binding site, the probability
of binding to the other binding site should be the same in either direc-
tion. Therefore, the equilitbrium constant for the sliding reaction (and
hence, the probability of sliding from one site to the other) should be
determined by the dissociation rates (and hence, the dissociation con-
stants) for both sites:

Ksliding =
Kdha

Kdla

(8.1)

The forward rate (low-affinity to high-affinity) for sliding was as-
sumed to be 108 s−1, reflecting the idea that sliding should be a fairly
fast process.

The only independent parameter left to determine, then, was the
dissociation constant for the high-affinity site. This was done using
the Optimization function in COPASI. As an objective function, I
used the apparent Kd for calmodulin binding to the “intermediate”
CaMKII peptide (1.7 × 10−10 M), as described by Tse et al. (2007).
This is, in fact, a combination of calmodulin binding to both the low-
affinity and high-affinity binding sites:

Kdha,app =
[CaMKII][CaM]

[CaMKII− CaM]ha + [CaMKII− CaM]la

The Genetic Algorithm function was used for optimisation with
lower bound 10−14 M and upper bound 5.9× 10−6 M (corresponding
to the dissociation constant for the low-affinity site). Ten optimisation
runs were performed with different, randomly picked initial values,
all of which resulted in the same optimum Kd for the high-affinity
binding site of 1.7× 10−10 M. (Note that this also means that the high-
affinity site dominates calmodulin binding to the “intermediate” pep-
tide, such that the contribution of binding to the low-affinity site to
the overall Kd for the high-affinity peptide can be neglected.) Inserting
the high-affinity Kd into equation 8.1, this results in a Kd for sliding of
2.9× 10−5, which corresponds to a probability of 0.99997 for sliding
of calmodulin from the low-affinity to the high-affinity site.
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Subunit opening

The minimal COPASI model was then extended in order to obtain an
estimate of the opening probability of a single CaMKII subunit. In
addition to the reactions described above, this model also contained
opening and closing of a CaMKII subunit. This was used for another
optimisation run in order to estimate the probability of CaMKII open-
ing. The objective function used this time was the apparent combined
Kd for a single subunit:

Kdcombined =
([open] + [closed])[CaM]

[open− CaM]la + [open− CaM]ha

This value has been reported by Tzortzopoulos and Török (2004)
to be 4× 10−8 M for calmodulin binding to CaMKII with a threonine
residue 286 to alanine (T286A) mutation. This was chosen in order to
be able to include the effects of calmodulin binding and opening/clos-
ing only, without having to account for autophosphorylation. Again,
the inbuilt Genetic Alogrithm optimisation function in COPASI was
run ten times, with ten randomly chosen initial values. The resulting
value for the opening probability was 0.004.

Volume of the post-synaptic density

The volume of the post-synaptic density was estimated based on re-
ports of a PSD thickness of 30 nm (Chen et al., 2005) and a PSD diam-
eter of 180− 750 nm (Chen et al., 2005; Petersen et al., 2003).

Table 7: Parameters used in the model of calmodulin trapping by CaMKII.

Parameter value reference

k f for CaMKII phosphory-
lation at residue 286

30 s−1 (Lučić et al., 2008)

k f for dephosphorylation
of CaMKII at residue 286

by PP1

1.6× 10−7 s−1 computed from
(Strack et al.,
1997a)

k f for CaMKII phosphory-
lation at residue 306

0.55 s−1 (Lučić et al., 2008)
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Table 7: continued

k f for dephosphorylation
of CaMKII at residue 306

by PP1

1.6× 10−7 s−1 computed from
(Strack et al.,
1997a)

Kd for calmodulin binding
to the low-affinity site

5.9× 10−6 M (Tse et al., 2007)

k f for calmodulin binding
to the low-affinity site

4.2× 106 M−1s−1 (Meyer et al.,
1992)

kb for calmodulin binding
to the low-affinity site

24.8 s−1 Kd × k f

Kd for calmodulin binding
to the high-affinity site

1.7× 10−10 M this study

k f for calmodulin binding
to the high-affinity site

4.2× 106 M−1s−1 (Meyer et al.,
1992)

kb for calmodulin binding
to the high-affinity site

7.1× 10−4 s−1 Kd × k f

probability of sponta-
neous CaMKII opening

0.004 this study

probability of calmodulin
sliding to the high-affinity
site

0.99997 this study

number of CaMKII hex-
amers in the PSD

60 (Petersen et al.,
2003)

number of calmodulin
molecules in the PSD

20 computed from
(Kakiuchi et al.,
1982)

number of PP1 molecules
in the PSD

1 computed from
(Kötter, 1994)

PSD volume 10−18 l this study

Table 7: Parameters used in the model of calmodulin trapping by CaMKII.
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8.3.3 Results

The two-binding site model can reproduce trapping

To assess whether our model can reproduce the trapping of calmodu-
lin observed in vitro, we ran simulations on both wildtype CaMKII
and an in silico mutant version that cannot be phosphorylated at
Thr286. Following the experimental procedure in Meyer et al. (1992),
the system was allowed to saturate for thirty seconds, and calmodulin
then inactivated, corresponding to the withdrawal of calcium in the
experimental setup. The ratio between calmodulin and CaMKII con-
centration used for this simulation was the same as used by Meyer
et al. (1992) (60 hexamers of CaMKII for 450 molecules of calmodu-
lin), and no phosphatase was present. The simulation (see figure 22)
shows that although both versions of CaMKII were equally saturated
with calmodulin after thirty seconds, calmodulin dissociation pro-
ceeded slower from the wildtype than from the mutant, showing a
trapping effect that is, indeed, due to different apparent off rates.

To ensure that the observed result is not just a stochastic effect,
the same simulation was repeated ten times on wildtype and mutant
CaMKII. Figure 23 on page 102 shows that the difference between
wildtype and mutant is indeed consistent, regardless of stochastic
fluctuations in single simulation runs.

Calmodulin trapping in vivo

Protein concentrations in vivo differ from concentrations in test tubes,
and it is therefore a valid question whether the phenomenon of cal-
modulin trapping is likely to play a role in vivo. To investigate this,
I have run simulations on both wildtype and T286A mutant CaMKII
under conditions typically found in the PSD (see table 7 on page 98).
The results of ten simulation runs (shown in figure 24 on page 103)
confirm that there is indeed a marked effect of Thr286 autophospho-
rylation in vivo.

Exploring an alternative model

The model presented here makes two important assumptions: First,
that there are two binding sites for calmodulin on CaMKII and sec-
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Figure 22: Single trapping simulation on wildtype and mutant CaMKII: Cal-
modulin is inactivated, mimicking calcium withdrawal after 30 s.
The ratio of calmodulin to CaMKII concentration used in the sim-
ulation was the same as used in the experimental setup by Meyer
et al. (1992). The number of monomeric CaMKII subunits bound
to calmodulin is plotted against time. Wildtype is shown in black,
T286A mutant in red. One single simulation run is shown for
each.
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Figure 23: Several trapping simulations on wildtype and mutant CaMKII:
Calmodulin is inactivated, mimicking calcium withdrawal after
30 s. The ratio of calmodulin to CaMKII concentration used in the
simulation was the same as used in the experimental setup by
Meyer et al. (1992). The number of calmodulin-bound monomeric
CaMKII subunits is plotted against time for each simulation run.
Wildtype is shown in black, T286A mutant in red. Ten simulation
runs are shown for each.
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Figure 24: Trapping in vivo: Simulation of calmodulin trapping by CaMKII
under in vivo conditions. CaMKII is allowed to fully saturate
with calmodulin for 2 s; after that, calmodulin is removed to
mimic withdrawal of calcium. The number of calmodulin-bound
monomeric CaMKII subunits is plotted against time for ten simu-
lation runs both for wildtype (black dots) and T286A mutant (red
dots), respectively.
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ond, that binding to one of these sites is compatible with closing of
CaMKII, i. e. that calmodulin is not sufficient for CaMKII activation.
By measuring calmodulin binding to CaMKII peptides of different
lengths, Tse et al. (2007) have made a plausible case for the first as-
sumption, though whether both binding sites are actually used for
calmodulin binding to full-length CaMKII has not been experimen-
tally confirmed yet. (Note, however, that experimental work by Chin
and Means (2002) on full-length CaMKII seems to be consistent with
the existence of two calmodulin binding sites, although the authors
themselves do not draw the same conclusion). The second assump-
tion is somewhat more controversial; in fact, most of the literature
on CaMKII implicitly or explicitly assumes that calmodulin binding
is sufficient for CaMKII activation (reviewed in Yamauchi, 2005). The
question therefore arises whether both these assumptions are needed
in order to reproduce trapping of calmodulin by CaMKII.

In order to address this question, a model of CaMKII has been
constructed with only one (high-affinity) calmodulin binding site. In
this model, calmodulin binding and closing of a CaMKII subunit are
mutually exclusive, meaning that calmodulin binding is sufficient for
CaMKII activation. All other reactions and parameters are the same
as in the model presented above. Figure 25 on the facing page shows
the result of a single simulation on wildtype calmodulin and on
T286A mutant calmodulin with this alternative model. As in the trap-
ping simulation presented above, CaMKII was first saturated with
calmodulin (here: at the beginning of the simulation) and all free cal-
modulin then withdrawn, such that dissociation of calmodulin from
CaMKII can be monitored. The results show that this alternative mo-
del cannot reproduce the change in apparent koff that characterises
calmodulin trapping.

Figure 26 on page 106 shows the pooled results of ten simulation
runs on wildtype and T286A mutant CaMKII, confirming that there
is no difference in apparent koff .

The failure of the alternative model to reproduce calmodulin trap-
ping is perhaps not surprising: The higher number of open subunits
due to Thr286 autophosphorylation will increase the apparent kon for
calmodulin binding in the wildtype (since more binding sites will be
available), but has no influence on the apparent koff , because once cal-
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Figure 25: Trapping simulation on CaMKII with just one binding site for
calmodulin: All CaMKII molecules are open and fully saturated
with calmodulin to begin with, and calmodulin is withdrawn,
mimicking calcium withdrawal, at the start of the simulation. The
ratio of calmodulin to CaMKII concentrations was the same as
used in the experimental setup by Meyer et al. (1992). The num-
ber of calmodulin-bound monomeric CaMKII subunits is plotted
against time. Wildtype is shown in black, T286A mutant in red.
One single simulation run is shown for each.
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Figure 26: Several trapping simulations on CaMKII with just one binding
site for calmodulin. Conditions are the same as in figure 25 on
the previous page, but ten simulations were run on wildtype
CaMKII (black dots) and on T286A mutant CaMKII (red dots),
respectively. There is no difference in slope between mutant and
wildtype.
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modulin has dissociated from the only binding site, it is immediately
inactivated and is therefore no longer available. This is independent
of the autophosphorylation state of the subunit from which calmo-
dulin has dissociated. In order to reproduce trapping, a one-binding-
site model would need to include an ad hoc increase in calmodulin
affinity for autophosphorylated CaMKII, which will reproduce the
effect, but without providing an explanation of the mechanism. The
full trapping model presented here overcomes the need for an ad hoc
increase in affinity by postulating the existence of an additional bin-
ding site. In this case, not all of the calmodulin dissociating from the
high-affinity site is immediately inactivated, but some of it merely
“slides” to the low-affinity binding site and thus remains on the same
subunit. In this case, autophosphorylation matters: Phosphorylated
subunits remain open, calmodulin can therefore “slide back” to the
high-affinity binding site. In contrast, unphosphorylated subunits are
likely to close, which makes re-binding to the high-affinity site impos-
sible. The existence of a second binding site is thus important in order
to “retain” calmodulin close by for a while after it has dissociated,
rather than releasing it completely. By the same argument, binding to
one of the binding sites has to be compatible with closing. Otherwise,
a CaMKII subunit would only be able to close once calmodulin has
completely dissociated from either binding site, which means that the
additional stabilisation of the open state by autophosphorylation at
Thr286 has no effect on the apparent koff (note that, again, it would
have an effect on apparent kon, however). Thus, a two-binding site
model where binding of calmodulin to one of the sites is compatible
with subunit closing seems to be necessary for calmodulin trapping,
unless some other yet unknown mechanism is involved. Interestingly,
this also means that binding of calmodulin to CaMKII as such is not
sufficient for CaMKII activation, although binding of calmodulin to
the high-affinity site seems to be.

8.4 Potential experimental validation

While the structure of calmodulin bound to the low-affinity binding
site of CaMKII is known, the structure of calmodulin bound to the
high-affinity binding site is a prediction from our model. The experi-
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mental determination of this structure could be used to validate this
model.

This model predicts that calmodulin binding is not per se sufficient
for CaMKII activation. A way to test this experimentally would be to
measure both calmodulin binding and CaMKII activity for monomeric
T286A mutant CaMKII. With no autophosphorylation mechanism in
place to confer calmodulin-independent activity, it can be assumed
that calmodulin binding would be the only mechanism that could
stabilise the active state in such an experiment. If the proportion of
calmodulin-bound CaMKII molecules in the mixture is significantly
higher than that of active molecules, this would confirm the hypothe-
sis that calmodulin binding is not sufficient for CaMKII activation.

Contributions

David Marshall carried out structural modelling and molecular dy-
namics simulations. I designed the stochastic model, implemented it
in STOCHSIM, and analysed the results. Nicolas Le Novère super-
vised the study.
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M O D E L O F A C A M K I I D O D E C A M E R

9.1 Introduction

According to the structure of the CaMKII holoenzyme proposed by
Rosenberg et al. (2005), CaMKII is a dodecamer formed of two hexam-
eric rings stacked on each other. The holoenzyme is supposed to have
a “hub-and-spoke” structure with association domains in the centre
and active domains on the periphery (see figure 27 on the following
page). The focus of this study is on interactions and behaviour of ac-
tive domains, which contain both the catalytic site and the inhibitory
helix. Therefore, the term “subunit” in this chapter is used as a short-
hand for “active domain of a subunit”.

Within the CaMKII dodecamer, there is interaction both between
adjacent subunits on the same ring and between adjacent subunits
on different rings. Such a “double-pair” of subunits is represented in
figure 28 on page 111.

Intra-holoenzyme autophosphorylation on Thr286 (Payne et al., 1988)
is an example for interaction between adjacent subunits on the same
ring, while the formation of a coiled-coil between two inhibitory he-
lices is an interaction between subunits on different rings. While the
trans-autophosphorylation reaction at Thr286 provides a mechanism
of spreading activity within one hexameric ring, it is unclear how
the activation status is communicated from one ring to the next. The
coiled-coil interaction between subunits on two different rings might
provide a mechanism to achieve this.

According to the model presented by Rosenberg et al. (2005), there
are two pairs of conditions that would have to be fulfilled for a phos-
phorylation event at Thr286 to take place. Two adjacent subunit on the
same hexameric ring (the “kinase” subunit and the “substrate” sub-
unit in the phosphorylation reaction) would both need to be open and
neither of them could be involved in coiled-coil interactions with their
respective partner subunit on the other ring. Opening and coiled-coil
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Figure 27: Structure of a dodecamer of CaMKII, as proposed by Rosenberg
et al. (2005). Association domains in the centre are shown in yel-
low, active domains in teal.
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Figure 28: Two adjacent pairs of CaMKII subunits. Subunits on the “upper”
ring are shown in teal, subunits on the lower ring in gray. A sub-
unit on one ring interacts with its neighbour on the other ring by
forming a coiled-coil. Only active domains are shown. The figure
is based on the structure proposed by Rosenberg et al. (2005), and
represents a fragment of figure 27 on the facing page, rotated to
show the coiled-coil interaction. Also shown is a schematic draw-
ing of one subunit; the same schema will be used in figure 29 on
the next page.

disruption would be independent of each other. This is represented
in figure 29 on the following page. Opening/closing of one subunit
does not affect the adjacent subunit on the other ring (figure 29b
on the next page). Disruption of the coiled coil affects both adja-
cent subunits on different rings (figure 29c on the following page).
Trans-autophosphorylation can only happen if two adjacent coiled-
coils are disrupted and two subunits on the same ring are both open
(figure 29d on the next page).

It is worthwhile considering for a moment why all four conditions
for autophosphorylation stated by Rosenberg et al. (2005) (both “ki-
nase” and “substrate” subunit open and both of them released from
their respective coiled-coil) need to be fulfilled at the same time. That
both subunits need to be open can be explained by the fact that both
the active site on the “kinase” subunit and Thr286 on the “substrate”
subunit need to be accessible. In principle, opening of the subunit is
enough for accessibility of both Thr286 and the active site, regardless
of whether or not the subunit participates in a coiled-coil interaction.
However, if one or both of the subunits are within a coiled-coil in-
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(a) All subunits closed, all coiled-
coils in place.

(b) One subunit open, all coiled-
coils in place.

(c) One subunit open, one coiled-coil dis-
rupted.

(d) Two subunits open, two coiled-coils
disrupted.

Figure 29: Opening and coiled-coil formation on two adjacent pairs of sub-
units. Subunits of the same colour are adjacent to each other on
the same ring. Subunits interacting through the coiled-coil are
adjacent to each other on different rings.
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teraction with their respective adjacent subunits on the other ring,
the distance between the active site of one subunit and Thr286 on the
other subunit is probably too large for the phosphorylation reaction
to take place. Thus, an open subunit within a coiled-coil might be
active with respect to some substrates, but not active with respect to
its neighbouring subunit.

I here present a stochastic model of CaMKII that investigates the
effects of different kinds of interaction within a CaMKII dodecamer.

9.2 Model of a CaMKII dodecamer

9.2.1 Model description

The dodecamer is modelled as a ring consisting of six dimers. A list of
state flags affecting each subunit is given in table 8. Most of the flags
are the same as in the model of calmodulin trapping (see chapter 8

on page 91); there is one additional flag denoting the presence of a
coiled-coil between two adjacent subunits on different rings.

A scheme of the reactions within each dimer is shown in figure 30

on the following page. The figure shows the reactions within each
monomer and the neighbour-sensitive formation of a coiled-coil be-
tween two adjacent subunits on different rings. In the actual model,
six such dimers are combined to form the double-ring structure and
phosphorylation at Thr286 is defined as a neighbour-sensitive reaction
between adjacent subunits on the same ring.

flag name description

open open (active)
P286 phosphorylated at Thr286

P306 phosphorylated at Thr306

calm bound to calmodulin (either binding site)
ha bound to calmodulin (high-affinity site)
coil inhibitory helix forms coiled-coil with adjacent subunit

Table 8: List of state flags for the model of a CaMKII dodecamer. All flags
affect a single subunit, except for the “coil” flag, which affects two
subunits at a time. Each flag can be either 1 or 0.
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A complete list of reaction rules is given in appendix 12 on page 151.

9.2.2 Parameter choice

Most parameters have been retrieved from the literature or computed
as described in chapter 8 on page 91. The only parameters left to
be determined were those governing the formation of a coiled-coil
between adjacent subunits on the same ring.

Parameters governing coiled-coil interaction

Rosenberg et al. (2005) suggest that coiled-coil formation between ad-
jacent subunits is weaker than calmodulin binding (Rosenberg et al.,
2005). This provides us with an lower limit for the Kd for coiled-coil
formation, corresponding to the Kd for calmodulin binding for the
low-affinity binding site: 5.9× 10−6 M < Kdcoil .

Furthermore, Rosenberg et al. (2005) report that the formation of
coiled-coils between subunits is stronger in the holoenzyme than
with monomeric CaMKII and has, indeed, not been observed at all
at monomer concentrations of under 100 µM. This can help deter-
mine an upper limit for Kdcoil . If no coiled-coil interaction is detectable
at monomer concentrations of under 100 µM, this means that a very
low proportion of monomers (say, 1 in 1000 or less) undergo a coiled-
coil formation. In a mixture with 10−4 M CaMKII monomers, then,
one would find at most 10−7 dimers. In that case, the Kd would be
[monomer]2

[dimer] = 10−1. Now, in a dodecamer, the effective concentration
of subunits is about 3× 10−3 M (Rosenberg et al., 2005), which is 30

times higher than in the mixture of monomers. This means that the Kd

computed for monomeric CaMKII will have to be divided by ≈ 1000
in order to account for the increased local concentration in a dode-
camer, resulting in an upper limit for Kdcoil of 10−4 M.

This means that Kdcoil probably lies in the region between 10−6 and
10−4 M. I have used 10−4 M for the model presented here.

For the forward reaction rate, I assume that it is about an order of
magnitude faster than the forward rate of calmodulin binding, due
to the spatial proximity of interacting subunits, resulting in a k f for
coiled-coil formation of 1× 107 and hence, a kb of 1000.
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Full list of parameters

A full list of parameters used for the model of a CaMKII dodecamer
is given in table 9.

Table 9: List of parameters for the model of a CaMKII dodecamer.

Parameter value reference

k f for CaMKII phosphorylation
at residue 286

30 s−1 (Lučić et al., 2008)

k f for dephosphorylation of
CaMKII at residue 286 by PP1

1.6× 10−7 s−1 computed from
(Strack et al.,
1997a)

k f for CaMKII phosphorylation
at residue 306

0.55 s−1 (Lučić et al., 2008)

k f for dephosphorylation of
CaMKII at residue 306 by PP1

1.6× 10−7 s−1 computed from
(Strack et al.,
1997a)

Kd for calmodulin binding to the
low-affinity site of CaMKII

5.9× 10−6 M (Tse et al., 2007)

k f for calmodulin binding to the
low-affinity site of CaMKII

4.2× 106 M−1s−1 (Meyer et al.,
1992)

kb for calmodulin binding to the
low-affinity site of CaMKII

24.8 s−1 Kd × k f

Kd for calmodulin binding to the
high-affinity site of CaMKII

1.7× 10−10 M see chapter 8 on
page 91

k f for calmodulin binding to the
high-affinity site of CaMKII

4.2× 106 M−1s−1 (Meyer et al.,
1992)

kb for calmodulin binding to the
high-affinity site of CaMKII

7.1× 10−4 s−1 Kd × k f

Kd for coiled-coil interaction be-
tween two adjacent dimers

10−4 M this chapter

k f for coiled-coil interaction be-
tween two adjacent dimers

107 M−1s−1 this chapter

kb for coiled-coil interaction be-
tween two adjacent dimers

1000 s−1 this chapter
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Table 9: continued

probability of spontaneous
CaMKII opening

0.007 see chapter 8 on
page 91

probability of calmodulin slid-
ing to the high-affinity site

0.999 see chapter 8 on
page 91

total number of CaMKII
molecules in the PSD

30 (Petersen et al.,
2003)

total number of calmodulin
molecules used for simulation

450 see chapter 8 on
page 91

number of PP1 molecules in the
PSD

1 computed from
(Kötter, 1994)

volume of a PSD 10−18 l see chapter 8 on
page 91

Table 9: List of parameters for the model of a CaMKII dodecamer.

9.2.3 Stochastic simulations

Stochastic simulations were performed using StochSim (Le Novère
and Shimizu, 2001).

9.3 Results and discussion

9.3.1 Single molecule results

Figure 31 on the next page shows the behaviour of a single CaMKII
dodecamer over time; the three subfigures represent the state of dif-
ferent flags (open, coiled-coil, Thr286 phosphorylated) for the same
dodecamer. As expected, the disruption of the coiled-coil is intrin-
sically symmetrical, opening and closing is determined by a rapid
equilibrium, and both opening and coiled-coil disruption of two adja-
cent subunits on the same ring are necessary for one of these subunits
to become phosphorylated at Thr286.
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But tracking of a single molecule also reveals other properties: For
instance, while there is no strict one-to-one correlation, coiled-coil dis-
ruption still seems to facilitate subunit opening. This is surprising at
first sight, since the open state is not directly stabilised by coiled-coil
disruption. However, a subunit within a coiled-coil interaction can-
not bind to calmodulin or be phosphorylated at Thr286, which means
the open state can only be stabilised if the coiled-coil is disrupted.
Since disruption of the coiled-coil simultaneously releases two sub-
units on different rings, the likelihood of the open state being sta-
bilised increases simultaneously for both these subunits. This, in turn,
increases the likelihood for both subunit of being phosphorylated at
Thr286. Therefore, although both opening and Thr286 phosphorylation
of a subunit on one ring do not necessarily entail opening or Thr286

phosphorylation of its neighbour on the other ring, there is still a
strong correlation, because coiled-coil disruption, which is intrinsi-
cally symmetrical, facilitates both processes. This provides a way of
spreading autonomous activity not only within a hexamer, but be-
tween two hexameric rings.

9.3.2 Population results

On the whole-population level, the results confirm that both coiled-
coil disruption and opening are necessary for Thr286 phosphorylation:
Figure 32 on the following page illustrates how the number of Thr286

phosphorylated subunits increases with increasing numbers of open
subunits and with decreasing numbers of coiled-coils.

9.3.3 Population response to calcium pulses

The population response to calcium pulses (see figure 34 on page 122)
shows that there is indeed a stepwise increase in CaMKII phosphory-
lation if calcium frequencies are sufficiently high. This is the first con-
firmation of the model proposed by Hudmon and Schulman (2002)
and discussed in chapter 1 on page 1, whereby high enough calcium
frequencies will lead to an increase in CaMKII activation, because
the probability of two neighbouring subunits being open at the same
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Figure 32: Simulation on a population of CaMKII dodecamers. Numbers of
subunits are shown that are open (red), Thr286 phosphorylated
(black) or within a coiled-coil (turquoise). The simulation starts
off with all subunits closed, within their coiled-coil and unphos-
phorylated. Data points were taken after each 0.01 seconds of
simulation.
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Figure 33: Model of CaMKII activation at different calcium frequencies. Fig-
ure taken from Hudmon and Schulman (2002). At high calcium
frequencies, a specific subunit is likely to stay active until the next
calcium pulse. The activity of the overall population of CaMKII
molecules will therefore show a stepwise increase. At lower cal-
cium frequencies, activity is likely to go back down to the baseline
between pulses.

time increases with increasing calcium frequencies (see figure 33 on
page 121).

9.3.4 Two modes of cooperativity

The analysis of the model of the CaMKII dodecamer shows that there
are two directions in which subunits in a CaMKII dodecamer cooper-
ate: “Horizontal” with neighbouring subunits on the same hexameric
ring and “vertical” with the neighbouring subunit on the other ring.
Since the disruption of the “vertical” coiled-coil interaction is neces-
sary for phosphorylation at Thr286, the likelihood of phosphorylation
for two adjacent subunits on different rings increases simultaneously,
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Figure 34: Simulation of a CaMKII dodecamer at high calcium frequency.
Conditions were as in figure 32 on page 120, only with calmo-
dulin activity turned on and off every 0.5 s, in order to mimic a
calcium pulse. Numbers of subunits which are open (red), Thr286

phosphorylated (black) or within a coiled-coil (turquoise) are
shown, corresponding to the left ordinate. Calcium pulses are
shown in blue, corresponding to the right ordinate. It is assumed
that a given calcium pulse is strong enough to saturate all avail-
able calmodulin.
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thus providing a way of spreading activity (or at least the potential
to be activated) not only within one hexameric ring, but between two
rings. This cooperativity between the two rings means that earlier
models that have described CaMKII as a bistable switch (Lisman and
Zhabotinsky, 2001; Zhabotinsky, 2000) are still plausible, although
they have only considered the propagation of activity within one ring.

It is worth noting that cooperativity between the two rings is thus,
strictly speaking, not mediated by the coiled-coil interaction between
subunits on different rings, but precisely by the disruption of this
interaction. Thus, the “inhibitory helix” is not only inhibitory with
respect to occluding the active site on its own subunit, but also with
respect to locking an adjacent subunit in a state where it cannot be
autonomously activated.

9.3.5 Possible experimental validation

A way to experimentally dissect the contributions of subunit opening
and coiled-coil disruption would be to ablate the high-affinity calmo-
dulin binding site and then study the activity of this mutated version
of CaMKII both in the presence and absence of calmodulin. The mo-
del predicts increased (albeit still low) activity in the presence of cal-
modulin, because calmodulin binding to the low-affinity site would
favour coiled-coil disruption, whilst not affecting subunit opening.
Indeed the activity of such a low-affinity-only dodecamer in the pre-
sence of calmodulin would probably be similar to that of a monomer
in the absence of calmodulin: While there is, in both cases, no stabil-
isation of the open state by calmodulin binding, there is also no (or
not much) coiled-coil formation that interferes with activity.
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C O N C L U S I O N S A N D O U T L O O K : M O D E S O F
C A M K I I R E G U L A T I O N

A picture emerges in which a variety of regulatory mechanisms are
at work to fine-tune CaMKII activity over different time-scales. Some
of these mechanisms involve external interaction partners, others are
internal to CaMKII and yet others are indirect effects that emerge as
by-products of other processes. Some of these mechanisms have been
included in the models described in chapters 8 on page 91 and 9 on
page 109, while others will have to be modelled and investigated in
more detail in the future.

10.1 Ligand binding

By binding to the autoinhibitory helix, calmodulin stabilises the ac-
tive state of CaMKII (Hanley et al., 1988). It has long been known
that calmodulin binding is not necessary for CaMKII activity (for in-
stance, the active state can be maintained independently of calmodu-
lin when CaMKII is autophosphorylated at Thr286 (Payne et al., 1988)).
The model presented in chapter 8 on page 91 shows that calmodulin
binding to CaMKII is not even sufficient for CaMKII activation (al-
though calmodulin binding specifically to the presumed high-affinity
binding site is). This is a hypothesis which has not been brought for-
ward so far. A possible experimental way of testing this hypothesis is
to measure both calmodulin binding and CaMKII activity on T286A
mutant CaMKII, as described in chapter 8 on page 91. Note that ac-
cording to the model presented in chapter 8 on page 91, calmodulin
binding to the high-affinity site of CaMKII is sufficient for CaMKII
activation, which means that there is still a strong positive correlation
between calmodulin activity and CaMKII activity, especially in wild-
type CaMKII. This is probably the reason why CaMKII has always
been described as a calmodulin-dependent protein.

125
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Calmodulin binding has the additional effect of preventing Thr306

autophosphorylation and hence, desensitisation of CaMKII. Phospho-
rylation at Thr286 increases the lifetime of calmodulin-bound CaMKII
and could thus be a way of avoiding desensitisation (see chapter 8 on
page 91).

Another ligand that stabilises the open state of CaMKII is subunit
2B of the NMDA receptor (NR2B) (Bayer et al., 2001; Petersen et al.,
2003; Bayer et al., 2006). In addition, binding to NR2B increases the
dwell-time of CaMKII in the PSD, which potentially has indirect ef-
fects on CaMKII activity.

10.2 Intra-molecular interactions and cooperativity

Trans-autophosphorylation at Thr286 confers calmodulin-independent
activity (Hanson et al., 1994). Since one subunit phosphorylates its
neighbouring subunit in the same hexameric ring, this autophospho-
rylation reaction is a way of spreading activity within one half of the
holoenzyme.

The formation of a coiled-coil between adjacent subunits on dif-
ferent hexamers might be a way of communicating activation status
between the two hexamers. Although opening and coiled-coil interac-
tion are not directly dependent on each other, the coiled-coil prevents
both calmodulin binding and autophosphorylation at Thr286 and will
therefore decrease the likelihood of the subunit being open. Since the
disruption of the coiled-coil simultaneously releases two subunits on
adjacent rings, it increases the opening probability for both of them,
hence providing a way of spreading activation (or, at least, a high
probability of activation) between two rings, as described in chapter 9

on page 109.
Autophosphorylation at Thr306 is incompatible with calmodulin

binding and is therefore likely to provide a desensitisation mecha-
nism in the longer term. It is important to note that this autophos-
phorylation reaction occurs within one subunit, i. e. there is no mech-
anism for spreading the desensitisation status between adjacent sub-
unit on the same hexamer. Since the phosphorylation site is located
on the autoinhibitory helix, though, the formation of a coiled-coil
probably prevents autophosphorylation at Thr306. Thus, the ability of
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a subunit to be desensitised can spread between two hexamers (and,
given that autophosphorylation at Thr286 probably prevents desensi-
tisation, also within a hexamer). The incompatibility of Thr306 phos-
phorylation and coiled-coil formation also means that open subunits
within a coiled coil effectively constitute active subunits which cannot
be desensitised. Since the coiled-coil interaction also prevents calmo-
dulin binding and Thr286 autophosphorylation, this activity is, how-
ever, merely transient. Thus, the same conditions that are necessary
for persistent activity are also necessary for desensitisation.

10.3 Subcellular localisation

The location of CaMKII within the dendritic spine is dynamic, with
CaMKII cycling in and out of the PSD (Shen and Meyer, 1999; Shen
et al., 2000). CaMKII activity and location mutually affect each other
in several ways. In unstimulated cells, CaMKII is distributed in the
cytoplasm (Shen and Meyer, 1999), and translocation of CaMKII to
the PSD depends on calcium entry through NMDA receptors (Thal-
hammer et al., 2006). This is consistent with observations that the
dwell-time of CaMKII in the PSD increases if CaMKII is bound to cal-
modulin (Shen and Meyer, 1999) or phosphorylated at Thr286 (Shen
et al., 2000; Strack et al., 1997b). In contrast, phosphorylation at Thr306

seems to destabilise CaMKII association with the PSD (Shen et al.,
2000). One mechanism of prolonging the dwell-time of CaMKII in
the PSD is the interaction between CaMKII and NR2B. This interac-
tion is contingent on CaMKII being either phosphorylated at Thr286

(Bayer et al., 2001) (reviewed in Soderling et al., 2001) or bound to
calmodulin (Bayer et al., 2001).

The increased dwell-time in the PSD mediated by NR2B binding
might have indirect effects on CaMKII activity: It would allow CaMKII
to act on substrates that are concentrated in the PSD (Shen and Meyer,
1999) and improve access to calcium entering through NMDA recep-
tors. It could also alter the accessibility of CaMKII to agents that mod-
ulate its function. A recent paper by Mullasseril et al. (2007) found
that CaMKII is not dephosphorylated by PP1 in the PSD, probably
because of the relative positions of both molecules within the post-
synaptic protein scaffold. Cycling of CaMKII out of the PSD might
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therefore be a necessary mechanism in order to reverse the effect of
autophosphorylation and to bring CaMKII back to its native state.

I have started to implement a stochastic model of CaMKII cycling,
which includes NMDA receptor binding and differential phosphatase
access in different compartments. Work on this project is still in an
early stage and will be continued in the future.

10.4 Future directions

A full understanding of CaMKII function and regulation will not only
require a synthesis of the mechanisms described here, but possibly
also the inclusion of additional mechanisms. Additional phosphory-
lation sites might play a role in regulating CaMKII activity. Phospho-
rylation at threonine residue 253 (Thr253) has recently been reported
to increase CaMKII binding to the PSD, without directly modulat-
ing its activity (Migues et al., 2006). Other studies have suggested
that CaMKII can self-associate to form inactive clusters, which might
provide a quick way of depleting active CaMKII pools (Grant et al.,
2008; Hudmon et al., 1996). Similar to NMDA receptors, other pro-
teins might bind to CaMKII and thus help regulate its subcellular
localisation (see, for instance, Colbran and Brown, 2004; Walikonis
et al., 2001). On a longer time scale, the amount of available CaMKII
in the dendritic spine will depend on the synthesis and transport of
CaMKII messenger RNA (mRNA) (reviewed in Colbran and Brown,
2004). In addition, the subunit composition of CaMKII, i. e. the con-
tent of α and β isoforms, changes both with neuronal activity and
in the course of development (reviewed in Colbran and Brown, 2004;
Gaertner et al., 2004). As seen with calmodulin (chapter 4 on page 31),
the interaction partners of CaMKII are themselves tightly regulated,
and analysis of the complete signalling pathway will therefore be nec-
essary to put CaMKII function into context.
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C O N C L U S I O N S

11.1 Summary

In this work, I have provided mechanistic explanations for the regu-
lation of two crucial signalling proteins in synaptic plasticity: calmo-
dulin and CaMKII. The behaviour of calmodulin is consistent with
MWC-type allosteric regulation. This makes calmodulin the first ex-
ample of a “generalised” MWC protein, which has non-identical bin-
ding sites. I have presented the corresponding generalised MWC mo-
del and a way of relating parameters of this model to the Adair-Klotz
framework in order to facilitate communication between allosteric
theoreticians and experimentalists. I have provided a way of describ-
ing the cooperativity of conformational change and used this descrip-
tion to show that ligand depletion might be an important factor in
regulating the cooperativity of signal response in vivo. For CaMKII, I
have presented a mechanistic explanation of calmodulin trapping, a
consequence of which is that calmodulin binding is not in all cases
sufficient for CaMKII activation. Investigating interactions between
subunits, I have for the first time provided a plausible model of how
CaMKII activity spreads not just within a hexameric ring, but be-
tween the two rings that constitute the dodecamer.

11.2 Towards a molecular understanding of memory

Both calmodulin and CaMKII play a vital role in NMDA receptor-
dependent bidirectional synaptic plasticity. Understanding their func-
tion and activation patterns might help elucidate the molecular mech-
anisms that underlie learning and memory.

The calmodulin model explains how calmodulin can act as a switch,
mediating CaMKII activation, and hence, LTP at high intracellular cal-
cium concentrations, and PP2B activation and, in consequence, LTD
at low calcium concentrations. This provides a molecular explana-
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tion for the Lisman hypothesis (Lisman, 1989), which states that an
increase in postsynaptic calcium levels will result in an increase in
synaptic strength, while moderate calcium levels will result in a de-
crease of synaptic strength. Since calcium levels in the PSD are de-
pendent on coordinated pre- and postsynaptic activity, calmodulin
performs the function of a molecular decision-maker between Hebb
and Anti-Hebb processes. This highlights once again the suitability
of the postsynaptic signalling pathway as a Hebbian learning device
and of LTP and LTD as plausible physiological correlates of learning
and memory.

CaMKII has long been known to be important both for LTP and
learning. Its role as a potential memory device, the activity of which
exceeds the time-scale of a transient calcium signal, is thought to rely
on two mechanisms: calmodulin trapping and autonomous activity
upon autophosphorylation at Thr286. I have proposed a mechanis-
tic explanation of calmodulin trapping, which suggests that trapping
might serve the additional purpose of preventing CaMKII desensiti-
sation.

It has been noted before (Lisman and Zhabotinsky, 2001; Zhabotin-
sky, 2000) how intra-holoenzyme autophosphorylation at Thr286 can
help maintain autonomous CaMKII activity over long periods of time
and thus make CaMKII suitable as a molecular memory device. Hud-
mon and Schulman (2002) have noted how the trans-subunit nature
of Thr286 autophosphorylation might render this device frequency-
dependent. Both these models were based on the idea of a CaMKII
holoenzyme being a single oligomeric ring, with Thr286 phosphory-
lation taking place between two adjacent subunits on the ring. The
structure of CaMKII published by Rosenberg et al. (2005) revealed that
a CaMKII holoenzyme is, in fact, composed of two stacked hexameric
rings. Autophosphorylation proceeds within a ring, but not between
subunits on different rings. The detailed structure-based model pre-
sented in chapter 9 on page 109 shows how a CaMKII dodecamer can
still function as a frequency-dependent memory device and provides
the first confirmation of Hudmon’s hypothesis.
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11.3 Variations on a theme : cooperativity

A theme that has come up again and again throughout this work
is that of cooperativity and of the different ways in which it can be
achieved.

MWC-type allosteric regulation entails cooperativity as an emergent
property. I have made the case that this type of regulation is not lim-
ited to molecules composed of identical protomers and introduced
tools to analyse proteins according to a more general MWC scheme.
Thus, allosteric regulation might emerge as a powerful – and quite
frequent – mechanism of cooperativity in the future.

Autoregulation within a holoenzyme – including autoinhibition, au-
tophosphorylation and autodesensitisation – can modulate activity
in a cooperative manner, as shown for the case of CaMKII. Interest-
ingly, various forms of autoregulation can co-exist within the same
molecule to fine-tune cooperative signal response.

The protein-to-ligand ratio modulates not only the amplitude of sig-
nal response, but also its cooperativity, at least in situations of ligand
depletion. Different levels of a specific protein (e. g. in different cells
or at different stages of development) will create different cooperati-
vity regimes, even in response to the same kind and amount of signal.

Indirect effects create added layers of regulation. Although such ef-
fects are not necessarily cooperative by themselves, they might inter-
act cooperatively with other effects. For instance, binding of CaMKII
to the NMDA receptor not only stabilises the active state of the ki-
nase, but also increases its dwell-time in the PSD, thus improving its
access to calcium and to PSD-bound targets and protecting it from
deactivation by phosphatases.

11.4 From micro to macro scale

In biology, the same question can be addressed on different scales,
from structural biology on the microscopic scale, to pathways and
networks, to the behaviour of even larger systems. The models pre-
sented here look at protein-protein interactions and regulation pat-
terns of a few molecular species, and are thus situated “in between”
a structural approach and larger, pathway-based descriptions of a sys-
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tem. This might be rather unusual, but it has the merits of being able
to use structural information in order to explain dynamic properties
of molecules on a macroscopic scale.

11.5 A case for Systems Biology

This work, I think, also makes a case for Systems Biology. For the last
decades, molecular biology has focused on analysis, isolating and
describing parts of biological systems. For instance, a wealth of publi-
cations on specific aspects of calmodulin and CaMKII – protein distri-
bution, biochemical properties, structure, protein-protein interactions,
mutational analyses – is now available. The models presented in this
work hardly make any additional assumptions and are, in fact, com-
pletely assembled from observations and hypotheses found in the
experimental literature. However, all of them turned out to be more
than a mere collection or census of observations already known, but
have yielded new, non-trivial and often surprising insights. Moreover,
they have led to the formulation of testable predictions, potentially
feeding back to the experimental community and opening up new
avenues of research. Thus, the synthesis of information has gener-
ated new insights, and therein lies the power – and the beauty – of
Systems Biology.
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C A L M O D U L I N M O D E L : L I S T O F R E A C T I O N S

Table 10: List of reactions included in the model of calmodulin and their
respective reaction rates.

T + ca→ T_ca1_A kon

T + ca→ T_ca1_B kon

T + ca→ T_ca1_C kon

T + ca→ T_ca1_D kon

T_ca1_A + ca→ T_ca2_AB kon

T_ca1_A + ca→ T_ca2_AC kon

T_ca1_A + ca→ T_ca2_AD kon

T_ca1_B + ca→ T_ca2_AB kon

T_ca1_B + ca→ T_ca2_BC kon

T_ca1_B + ca→ T_ca2_BD kon

T_ca1_C + ca→ T_ca2_AC kon

T_ca1_C + ca→ T_ca2_BC kon

T_ca1_C + ca→ T_ca2_CD kon

T_ca1_D + ca→ T_ca2_AD kon

T_ca1_D + ca→ T_ca2_BD kon

T_ca1_D + ca→ T_ca2_CD kon

T_ca2_AB + ca→ T_ca3_ABC kon

T_ca2_AB + ca→ T_ca3_ABD kon

T_ca2_AC + ca→ T_ca3_ABC kon

T_ca2_AC + ca→ T_ca3_ACD kon

T_ca2_AD + ca→ T_ca3_ABD kon

T_ca2_AD + ca→ T_ca3_ACD kon

T_ca2_BC + ca→ T_ca3_ABC kon

T_ca2_BC + ca→ T_ca3_BCD kon

T_ca2_BD + ca→ T_ca3_ABD kon

T_ca2_BD + ca→ T_ca3_BCD kon
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T_ca2_CD + ca→ T_ca3_ACD kon

T_ca2_CD + ca→ T_ca3_BCD kon

T_ca3_ABC + ca→ T_ca4_ABCD kon

T_ca3_ABD + ca→ T_ca4_ABCD kon

T_ca3_ACD + ca→ T_ca4_ABCD kon

T_ca3_BCD + ca→ T_ca4_ABCD kon

T_ca1_A→ T + ca kT
off A

T_ca1_B→ T + ca kT
off B

T_ca1_C→ T + ca kT
off C

T_ca1_D→ T + ca kT
off D

T_ca2_AB→ T_ca1_A + ca kT
off B

T_ca2_AB→ T_ca1_B + ca kT
off A

T_ca2_AC→ T_ca1_A + ca kT
off C

T_ca2_AC→ T_ca1_C + ca kT
off A

T_ca2_AD→ T_ca1_A + ca kT
off D

T_ca2_AD→ T_ca1_D + ca kT
off A

T_ca2_BC→ T_ca1_B + ca kT
off C

T_ca2_BC→ T_ca1_C + ca kT
off B

T_ca2_BD→ T_ca1_B + ca kT
off D

T_ca2_BD→ T_ca1_D + ca kT
off B

T_ca2_CD→ T_ca1_C + ca kT
off D

T_ca2_CD→ T_ca1_D + ca kT
off C

T_ca3_ABC→ T_ca2_AB + ca kT
off C

T_ca3_ABC→ T_ca2_AC + ca kT
off B

T_ca3_ABC→ T_ca2_BC + ca kT
off A

T_ca3_ABD→ T_ca2_AB + ca kT
off D

T_ca3_ABD→ T_ca2_AD + ca kT
off B

T_ca3_ABD→ T_ca2_BD + ca kT
off A

T_ca3_ACD→ T_ca2_AC + ca kT
off D

T_ca3_ACD→ T_ca2_AD + ca kT
off C

T_ca3_ACD→ T_ca2_CD + ca kT
off A
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T_ca3_BCD→ T_ca2_BC + ca kT
off D

T_ca3_BCD→ T_ca2_BD + ca kT
off C

T_ca3_BCD→ T_ca2_CD + ca kT
off B

T_ca4_ABCD→ T_ca3_ABC + ca kT
off D

T_ca4_ABCD→ T_ca3_ABD + ca kT
off C

T_ca4_ABCD→ T_ca3_ACD + ca kT
off B

T_ca4_ABCD→ T_ca3_BCD + ca kT
off A

R + ca→ R_ca1_A kon

R + ca→ R_ca1_B kon

R + ca→ R_ca1_C kon

R + ca→ R_ca1_D kon

R_ca1_A + ca→ R_ca2_AB kon

R_ca1_A + ca→ R_ca2_AC kon

R_ca1_A + ca→ R_ca2_AD kon

R_ca1_B + ca→ R_ca2_AB kon

R_ca1_B + ca→ R_ca2_BC kon

R_ca1_B + ca→ R_ca2_BD kon

R_ca1_C + ca→ R_ca2_AC kon

R_ca1_C + ca→ R_ca2_BC kon

R_ca1_C + ca→ R_ca2_CD kon

R_ca1_D + ca→ R_ca2_AD kon

R_ca1_D + ca→ R_ca2_BD kon

R_ca1_D + ca→ R_ca2_CD kon

R_ca2_AB + ca→ R_ca3_ABC kon

R_ca2_AB + ca→ R_ca3_ABD kon

R_ca2_AC + ca→ R_ca3_ABC kon

R_ca2_AC + ca→ R_ca3_ACD kon

R_ca2_AD + ca→ R_ca3_ABD kon

R_ca2_AD + ca→ R_ca3_ACD kon

R_ca2_BC + ca→ R_ca3_ABC kon

R_ca2_BC + ca→ R_ca3_BCD kon

R_ca2_BD + ca→ R_ca3_ABD kon

R_ca2_BD + ca→ R_ca3_BCD kon
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R_ca2_CD + ca→ R_ca3_ACD kon

R_ca2_CD + ca→ R_ca3_BCD kon

R_ca3_ABC + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD kon

R_ca3_ABD + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD kon

R_ca3_ACD + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD kon

R_ca3_BCD + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD kon

R_ca1_A→ R + ca kR
off A

R_ca1_B→ R + ca kR
off B

R_ca1_C→ R + ca kR
off C

R_ca1_D→ R + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_AB→ R_ca1_A + ca kR
off B

R_ca2_AB→ R_ca1_B + ca kR
off A

R_ca2_AC→ R_ca1_A + ca kR
off C

R_ca2_AC→ R_ca1_C + ca kR
off A

R_ca2_AD→ R_ca1_A + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_AD→ R_ca1_D + ca kR
off A

R_ca2_BC→ R_ca1_B + ca kR
off C

R_ca2_BC→ R_ca1_C + ca kR
off B

R_ca2_BD→ R_ca1_B + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_BD→ R_ca1_D + ca kR
off B

R_ca2_CD→ R_ca1_C + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_CD→ R_ca1_D + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_ABC→ R_ca2_AB + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_ABC→ R_ca2_AC + ca kR
off B

R_ca3_ABC→ R_ca2_BC + ca kR
off A

R_ca3_ABD→ R_ca2_AB + ca kR
off D

R_ca3_ABD→ R_ca2_AD + ca kR
off B

R_ca3_ABD→ R_ca2_BD + ca kR
off A

R_ca3_ACD→ R_ca2_AC + ca kR
off D

R_ca3_ACD→ R_ca2_AD + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_ACD→ R_ca2_CD + ca kR
off A
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R_ca3_BCD→ R_ca2_BC + ca kR
off D

R_ca3_BCD→ R_ca2_BD + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_BCD→ R_ca2_CD + ca kR
off B

R_ca4_ABCD→ R_ca3_ABC + ca kR
off D

R_ca4_ABCD→ R_ca3_ABD + ca kR
off C

R_ca4_ABCD→ R_ca3_ACD + ca kR
off B

R_ca4_ABCD→ R_ca3_BCD + ca kR
off A

R→ T kRT

R_ca1_A→ T_ca1_A kRT ×
√

c

R_ca1_B→ T_ca1_B kRT ×
√

c

R_ca1_C→ T_ca1_C kRT ×
√

c

R_ca1_D→ T_ca1_D kRT ×
√

c

R_ca2_AB→ T_ca2_AB kRT × c

R_ca2_AC→ T_ca2_AC kRT × c

R_ca2_AD→ T_ca2_AD kRT × c

R_ca2_BC→ T_ca2_BC kRT × c

R_ca2_BD→ T_ca2_BD kRT × c

R_ca2_CD→ T_ca2_CD kRT × c

R_ca3_ABC→ T_ca3_ABC kRT ×
√

c3

R_ca3_ABD→ T_ca3_ABD kRT ×
√

c3

R_ca3_ACD→ T_ca3_ACD kRT ×
√

c3

R_ca3_BCD→ T_ca3_BCD kRT ×
√

c3

R_ca4_ABCD→ T_ca4_ABD kRT × c2

T→ R kTR

T_ca1_A→ R_ca1_A kTR/
√

c

T_ca1_B→ R_ca1_B kTR/
√

c

T_ca1_C→ R_ca1_C kTR/
√

c

T_ca1_D→ R_ca1_D kTR/
√

c

T_ca2_AB→ R_ca2_AB kTR/c

T_ca2_AC→ R_ca2_AC kTR/c

T_ca2_AD→ R_ca2_AD kTR/c

T_ca2_BC→ R_ca2_BC kTR/c

T_ca2_BD→ R_ca2_BD kTR/c
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T_ca2_CD→ R_ca2_CD kTR/c

T_ca3_ABC→ R_ca3_ABC kTR/
√

c3

T_ca3_ABD→ R_ca3_ABD kTR/
√

c3

T_ca3_ACD→ R_ca3_ACD kTR/
√

c3

T_ca3_BCD→ R_ca3_BCD kTR/
√

c3

T_ca4_ABCD→ R_ca4_ABD kTR/c2

R + CaMKII→ R_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca1_A + CaMKII→ R_ca1_A_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca1_B + CaMKII→ R_ca1_B_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca1_C + CaMKII→ R_ca1_C_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca1_D + CaMKII→ R_ca1_D_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca2_AB + CaMKII→ R_ca2_AB_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca2_AC + CaMKII→ R_ca2_AC_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca2_AD + CaMKII→ R_ca2_AD_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca2_BC + CaMKII→ R_ca2_BC_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca2_BD + CaMKII→ R_ca2_BD_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca2_CD + CaMKII→ R_ca2_CD_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca3_ABC + CaMKII→ R_ca3_ABC_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca3_ABD + CaMKII→ R_ca3_ABD_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca3_ACD + CaMKII→ R_ca3_ACD_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca3_BCD + CaMKII→ R_ca3_BCD_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_ca4_ABCD + CaMKII→ R_ca4_ABCD_CaMKII kR
onCaMKII

R_CaMKII→ R + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca1_A_CaMKII→ R_ca1_A + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca1_B_CaMKII→ R_ca1_B + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca1_C_CaMKII→ R_ca1_C + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca1_D_CaMKII→ R_ca1_D + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca2_AB_CaMKII→ R_ca2_AB + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca2_AC_CaMKII→ R_ca2_AC + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca2_AD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_AD + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca2_BC_CaMKII→ R_ca2_BC + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca2_BD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_BD + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII
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R_ca2_CD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_CD + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca3_ABC_CaMKII→ R_ca3_ABC + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca3_ABD_CaMKII→ R_ca3_ABD + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca3_ACD_CaMKII→ R_ca3_ACD + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca3_BCD_CaMKII→ R_ca3_BCD + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R_ca4_ABCD_CaMKII→ R_ca4_ABCD + CaMKII kR
off CaMKII

R + PP2B→ R_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca1_A + PP2B→ R_ca1_A_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca1_B + PP2B→ R_ca1_B_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca1_C + PP2B→ R_ca1_C_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca1_D + PP2B→ R_ca1_D_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca2_AB + PP2B→ R_ca2_AB_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca2_AC + PP2B→ R_ca2_AC_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca2_AD + PP2B→ R_ca2_AD_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca2_BC + PP2B→ R_ca2_BC_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca2_BD + PP2B→ R_ca2_BD_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca2_CD + PP2B→ R_ca2_CD_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca3_ABC + PP2B→ R_ca3_ABC_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca3_ABD + PP2B→ R_ca3_ABD_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca3_ACD + PP2B→ R_ca3_ACD_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca3_BCD + PP2B→ R_ca3_BCD_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_ca4_ABCD + PP2B→ R_ca4_ABCD_PP2B kR
onPP2B

R_PP2B→ R + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca1_A_PP2B→ R_ca1_A + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca1_B_PP2B→ R_ca1_B + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca1_C_PP2B→ R_ca1_C + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca1_D_PP2B→ R_ca1_D + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca2_AB_PP2B→ R_ca2_AB + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca2_AC_PP2B→ R_ca2_AC + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca2_AD_PP2B→ R_ca2_AD + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca2_BC_PP2B→ R_ca2_BC + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca2_BD_PP2B→ R_ca2_BD + PP2B kR
off PP2B
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R_ca2_CD_PP2B→ R_ca2_CD + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca3_ABC_PP2B→ R_ca3_ABC + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca3_ABD_PP2B→ R_ca3_ABD + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca3_ACD_PP2B→ R_ca3_ACD + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca3_BCD_PP2B→ R_ca3_BCD + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_ca4_ABCD_PP2B→ R_ca4_ABCD + PP2B kR
off PP2B

R_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca1_A_CaMKII kR
on

R_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca1_B_CaMKII kR
on

R_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca1_C_CaMKII kR
on

R_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca1_D_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_A_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_AB_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_A_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_AC_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_A_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_AD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_B_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_AB_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_B_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_BC_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_B_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_BD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_C_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_AC_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_C_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_BC_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_C_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_CD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_D_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_AD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_D_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_BD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_D_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca2_CD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca2_AB_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_ABC_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca2_AB_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_ABD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca2_AC_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_ABC_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca2_AC_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_ACD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca2_AD_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_ABD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca2_AD_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_ACD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca2_BC_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_ABC_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca2_BC_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_BCD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca2_BD_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_ABD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca2_BD_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_BCD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca2_CD_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_ACD_CaMKII kR
on
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R_ca2_CD_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca3_BCD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca3_ABC_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca3_ABD_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca3_ACD_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca3_BCD_CaMKII + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD_CaMKII kR
on

R_ca1_A_CaMKII→ R_CaMKII + ca kR
off A

R_ca1_B_CaMKII→ R_CaMKII + ca kR
off B

R_ca1_C_CaMKII→ R_CaMKII + ca kR
off C

R_ca1_D_CaMKII→ R_CaMKII + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_AB_CaMKII→ R_ca1_A_CaMKII + ca kR
off B

R_ca2_AB_CaMKII→ R_ca1_B_CaMKII + ca kR
off A

R_ca2_AC_CaMKII→ R_ca1_A_CaMKII + ca kR
off C

R_ca2_AC_CaMKII→ R_ca1_C_CaMKII + ca kR
off A

R_ca2_AD_CaMKII→ R_ca1_A_CaMKII + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_AD_CaMKII→ R_ca1_D_CaMKII + ca kR
off A

R_ca2_BC_CaMKII→ R_ca1_B_CaMKII + ca kR
off C

R_ca2_BC_CaMKII→ R_ca1_C_CaMKII + ca kR
off B

R_ca2_BD_CaMKII→ R_ca1_B_CaMKII + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_BD_CaMKII→ R_ca1_D_CaMKII + ca kR
off B

R_ca2_CD_CaMKII→ R_ca1_C_CaMKII + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_CD_CaMKII→ R_ca1_D_CaMKII + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_ABC_CaMKII→ R_ca2_AB_CaMKII + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_ABC_CaMKII→ R_ca2_AC_CaMKII + ca kR
off B

R_ca3_ABC_CaMKII→ R_ca2_BC_CaMKII + ca kR
off A

R_ca3_ABD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_AB_CaMKII + ca kR
off D

R_ca3_ABD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_AD_CaMKII + ca kR
off B

R_ca3_ABD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_BD_CaMKII + ca kR
off A

R_ca3_ACD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_AC_CaMKII + ca kR
off D

R_ca3_ACD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_AD_CaMKII + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_ACD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_CD_CaMKII + ca kR
off A

R_ca3_BCD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_BC_CaMKII + ca kR
off D
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R_ca3_BCD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_BD_CaMKII + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_BCD_CaMKII→ R_ca2_CD_CaMKII + ca kR
off B

R_ca4_ABCD_CaMKII→ R_ca3_ABC_CaMKII + ca kR
off D

R_ca4_ABCD_CaMKII→ R_ca3_ABD_CaMKII + ca kR
off C

R_ca4_ABCD_CaMKII→ R_ca3_ACD_CaMKII + ca kR
off B

R_ca4_ABCD_CaMKII→ R_ca3_BCD_CaMKII + ca kR
off A

R_PP2B + ca→ R_ca1_A_PP2B kR
on

R_PP2B + ca→ R_ca1_B_PP2B kR
on

R_PP2B + ca→ R_ca1_C_PP2B kR
on

R_PP2B + ca→ R_ca1_D_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_A_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_AB_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_A_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_AC_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_A_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_AD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_B_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_AB_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_B_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_BC_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_B_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_BD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_C_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_AC_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_C_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_BC_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_C_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_CD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_D_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_AD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_D_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_BD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_D_PP2B + ca→ R_ca2_CD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca2_AB_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_ABC_PP2B kR
on

R_ca2_AB_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_ABD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca2_AC_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_ABC_PP2B kR
on

R_ca2_AC_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_ACD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca2_AD_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_ABD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca2_AD_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_ACD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca2_BC_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_ABC_PP2B kR
on

R_ca2_BC_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_BCD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca2_BD_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_ABD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca2_BD_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_BCD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca2_CD_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_ACD_PP2B kR
on
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R_ca2_CD_PP2B + ca→ R_ca3_BCD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca3_ABC_PP2B + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca3_ABD_PP2B + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca3_ACD_PP2B + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca3_BCD_PP2B + ca→ R_ca4_ABCD_PP2B kR
on

R_ca1_A_PP2B→ R_PP2B + ca kR
off A

R_ca1_B_PP2B→ R_PP2B + ca kR
off B

R_ca1_C_PP2B→ R_PP2B + ca kR
off C

R_ca1_D_PP2B→ R_PP2B + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_AB_PP2B→ R_ca1_A_PP2B + ca kR
off B

R_ca2_AB_PP2B→ R_ca1_B_PP2B + ca kR
off A

R_ca2_AC_PP2B→ R_ca1_A_PP2B + ca kR
off C

R_ca2_AC_PP2B→ R_ca1_C_PP2B + ca kR
off A

R_ca2_AD_PP2B→ R_ca1_A_PP2B + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_AD_PP2B→ R_ca1_D_PP2B + ca kR
off A

R_ca2_BC_PP2B→ R_ca1_B_PP2B + ca kR
off C

R_ca2_BC_PP2B→ R_ca1_C_PP2B + ca kR
off B

R_ca2_BD_PP2B→ R_ca1_B_PP2B + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_BD_PP2B→ R_ca1_D_PP2B + ca kR
off B

R_ca2_CD_PP2B→ R_ca1_C_PP2B + ca kR
off D

R_ca2_CD_PP2B→ R_ca1_D_PP2B + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_ABC_PP2B→ R_ca2_AB_PP2B + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_ABC_PP2B→ R_ca2_AC_PP2B + ca kR
off B

R_ca3_ABC_PP2B→ R_ca2_BC_PP2B + ca kR
off A

R_ca3_ABD_PP2B→ R_ca2_AB_PP2B + ca kR
off D

R_ca3_ABD_PP2B→ R_ca2_AD_PP2B + ca kR
off B

R_ca3_ABD_PP2B→ R_ca2_BD_PP2B + ca kR
off A

R_ca3_ACD_PP2B→ R_ca2_AC_PP2B + ca kR
off D

R_ca3_ACD_PP2B→ R_ca2_AD_PP2B + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_ACD_PP2B→ R_ca2_CD_PP2B + ca kR
off A

R_ca3_BCD_PP2B→ R_ca2_BC_PP2B + ca kR
off D
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Table 10: continued

R_ca3_BCD_PP2B→ R_ca2_BD_PP2B + ca kR
off C

R_ca3_BCD_PP2B→ R_ca2_CD_PP2B + ca kR
off B

R_ca4_ABCD_PP2B→ R_ca3_ABC_PP2B + ca kR
off D

R_ca4_ABCD_PP2B→ R_ca3_ABD_PP2B + ca kR
off C

R_ca4_ABCD_PP2B→ R_ca3_ACD_PP2B + ca kR
off B

R_ca4_ABCD_PP2B→ R_ca3_BCD_PP2B + ca kR
off A

Table 10: List of reactions included in the model of calmodulin and their
respective reaction rates.



B
M O D E L O F C A L M O D U L I N T R A P P I N G B Y C A M K I I :
L I S T O F R E A C T I O N S

Table 11: List of reactions for the model of calmodulin trapping by CaMKII.

Phosphorylation of CaMKII at Thr286

Substrate: CaMKII

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag on neighbour: +P286

Needs flag: +open

Needs flags on neighbour: +open -P286

Dephosphorylation of CaMKII at Thr286 by PP1

Substrates: CaMKII, PP1

Products: CaMKII, PP1

Sets flag: -P286

Needs flag: +P286

Phosphorylation of CaMKII at Thr306

Substrate: CaMKII

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag: +P306

Needs flags: +open -P306 -calm

Dephosphorylation of CaMKII at Thr306 by PP1

Substrates: CaMKII, PP1

Products: CaMKII, PP1

Sets flag: -P306

Needs flag: +P306
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Table 11: continued

Calmodulin binding to CaMKII (low-affinity site)

Substrates: CaMKII, calmodulin

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag: +calm

Needs flags: -P306 -calm -ha

Calmodulin dissociating from CaMKII (low-affinity site)

Substrate: CaMKII

Products: CaMKII, calmodulin

Sets flag: -calm

Needs flags: +calm -ha

Calmodulin binding to CaMKII (high-affinity site)

Substrates: CaMKII, calmodulin

Product: CaMKII

Sets flags: +calm +ha

Needs flags: +open -P306 -calm -ha

Calmodulin dissociating from CaMKII (high-affinity site)

Substrate: CaMKII

Products: CaMKII, calmodulin

Sets flags: -calm -ha

Needs flags: +calm +ha

Opening of CaMKII (rapid equilibrium)

Substrate: CaMKII

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag: +open

Probability: 1 if +T286 or +ha

0.004 else
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Table 11: continued

“Sliding” of calmodulin to the high-affinity site

Substrate: CaMKII

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag: +ha

Probability: 0.99997 if +open and +calm

Table 11: List of reactions for the model of calmodulin trapping by CaMKII.





C
M O D E L O F A C A M K I I D O D E C A M E R : L I S T O F
R E A C T I O N S

Table 12: List of reactions for the model of a CaMKII dodecamer

Phosphorylation of CaMKII at Thr286

Substrate: CaMKII

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag on neighbour +P286

Needs flags: +open -coil

Needs flags on neighbour: +open -P286 -coil

Reacting neighbour: same ring

Dephosphorylation of CaMKII at Thr286 by PP1

Substrates: CaMKII, PP1

Products: CaMKII, PP1

Sets flag: -P286

Needs flag: +P286

Phosphorylation of CaMKII at Thr306

Substrate: CaMKII

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag: +P306

Needs flags: +open -P306 -calm -coil

Dephosphorylation of CaMKII at Thr306 by PP1

Substrates: CaMKII, PP1

Products: CaMKII, PP1

Sets flag: -P306

Needs flag: +P306
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Table 12: continued

Binding of calmodulin (low-affinity site)

Substrates: CaMKII, calmodulin

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag: +calm

Needs flags: -P306 -calm -ha -coil

Dissociation of calmodulin (low-affinity site)

Substrate: CaMKII

Products: CaMKII, calmodulin

Sets flag: -calm

Needs flags: +calm -ha

Binding of calmodulin (high-affinity site)

Substrates: CaMKII, calmodulin

Product: CaMKII

Sets flags: +calm +ha

Needs flags: +open -P306 -calm -ha -coil

Dissociation of calmodulin (low-affinity site)

Substrate: CaMKII

Products: CaMKII, calmodulin

Sets flags: -calm -ha

Needs flags: +calm +ha

Coiled-coil formation

Substrate: CaMKII

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag: +coil

Sets flag on neighbour: +coil

Needs flags: -P306 -calm -ha -coil

Needs flags on neighbour: -P306 -calm -ha

Reacting neighbour: adjacent ring
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Table 12: continued

Coiled-coil disruption

Substrate: CaMKII

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag: -coil

Sets flag on neighbour: -coil

Needs flag: +coil

Reacting neighbour: adjacent ring

Opening of CaMKII (rapid equilibrium)

Substrate: CaMKII

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag: +open

Probability: 1 if +T286 or +calha

0.004 else

“Sliding” of calmodulin to high-affinity site

Substrate: CaMKII

Product: CaMKII

Sets flag: +calha

Probability: 0.99997 if +open and +calm and -coil

Table 12: List of reactions for the model of a CaMKII dodecamer. Note that
there are two kinds of neighbour-sensitive reactions: Thr286 phos-
phorylation takes place between adjacent subunits on the same
ring, while the formation of a coiled-coil involves two neighbour-
ing subunits on different rings.
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